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06  02  Istanbul-02    7 Nights 

08  03  Istanbul-Bursa Tour   7 Nights 

10  04  Istanbul-Abant Tour   7 Nights 

12  05  Istanbul-Antalya Tour  7 Nights 

14  06  Istanbul-Igneada Blacksea Tour 7 Nights 

16  07  Istanbul-Cappadocia Tour  7 Nights 
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Discover Turkey 

 

Turkey has so much to offer her visitors; breathtaking natural beauties, 

unique historical and archaeological sites, steadily improving hotel and 

touristic infrastructure and a tradition of hospitality and competitive prices. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that this country has recently become one of the 

world’s most popular tourism destinations Due to Turkey’s diverse 

geography, one can experience four different climates in any one day. The 

rectangular shaped country is surrounded on three sides by three different 

seas. Its shores are laced with beaches, bays, coves, ports, islands and 

peninsulas. The summers are long, lasting as long as eight months in some 

areas. 

 

 

 

 

Turkey is also blessed with majestic mountains and valleys, lakes, rivers, 

waterfalls and grottoes perfect for winter and summer tourism and sports of 

all kinds. From the mountains in the east to the multi-million city of Istanbul 

in the west, from the mild climate of the black sea coast in the north to the 

Mediterranean in the south – Turkey offers a wide range of Contrasts . 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 

  

Experience in Turkey  

The city’s over-abundance of important historic buildings and exciting new art galleries and 

museums provides visitors with more than enough to see during the day, but it’at night that 

the place swings into high-velocity, mega-stylish action. 

 



 

 

 

Istanbul 

03 NIGHTS / 04 DAYS 

Starting from 143,00 €uro 

HOTELS 

1 
ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 

Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
SUNLIGHT 
HOTEL 3*                  

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.sedirhotels.com Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

187 € 
70 € 
169 € 
40 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

275 € 
95 € 
257 € 
45 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

168 € 
73 € 
150 € 
38 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

156 € 
67 € 
138 € 
38 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

143 € 
70 € 
125 € 
38 € 

 

TURVAN 
HOTEL 3*              

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.turvan.com Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

190 € 

75 € 
145 € 
35 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

278 € 
97 € 
233 € 
45 € 

 

Per Pax/DL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

171 € 
70 € 
126 € 
38 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

159 € 
69 € 
114 € 
33 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

146 € 
68 € 
101 € 
33 € 

 

GRAND S 
HOTEL  4*               

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.grandshotel.com Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

202 € 
80 € 

172 € 
51 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

290 € 
102 € 
260 € 
55 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

183 € 
79 € 
153 € 
53 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add ed 
Meal 

171 € 
70 € 
141 € 
53 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

158 € 
74 € 
128 € 
53 € 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Bosporus tour, Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different 

aromas of various spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. Bosporus 

Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman 

architecture besides modern residential and luxurious apartments and after lunch 

Camlica Hill and Shopping center. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Free day for shopping or optional tour. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 After breakfast transfer to airport. 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

3 nights’ accommodation at Istanbul with Breakfast  BB  

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sedirhotels.com/
http://www.turvan.com/
http://www.grandshotel.com/


 

 
 

Istanbul 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 
Starting from 345,00 €uro 

HOTELS 

2 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
SUNLIGHT 
HOTEL 3*                  

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.sedirhotels.com Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

437 € 
122 € 
395 € 
84 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

644 € 
195 € 
602 € 
85 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

401 € 
118 € 
359 € 
85 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

384 € 
115 € 
342 € 
85 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

345 € 
112 € 
303 € 
85 € 

 

TURVAN 
HOTEL 3*              

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.turvan.com Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

444 € 
140 € 

346 € 
73 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

651 € 
209 € 
553 € 
78 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

408 € 
139 € 
310 € 
73 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

391 € 
133 € 
293 € 
73 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

352 € 
130 € 
254 € 
73 € 

 

GRAND S 
HOTEL  4*               

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.grandshotel.com Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

472 € 
170 € 
402 € 

119 € 
 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

679 € 
185 € 
609 € 
125 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

436 € 
171 € 
366 € 
119 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

419 € 
168 € 
349 € 
119 € 

 

Per Pax/DB R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

380 € 
160 € 
310 € 
73 € 

 

EURO 
PLAZA 
 HOTEL  4*               

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.europlazahotel.com Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

507 € 

183 € 
444 € 
126 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

714 € 
245 € 
391 € 
130 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

471 € 
179 € 
408 € 
126 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

454 € 
165 € 
391 € 
126 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

415 € 
161 € 
352 € 
126 € 

 

GRAND  
HALIC 
HOTEL  4*               

Bed and 
Breakfast 

www.grandhalic.com Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

542 € 
209 € 

472 € 
124 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

749 € 
259 € 
679 € 
132 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Sppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

506 € 
200 € 
436 € 
119 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

489 € 
196 € 
419 € 
119 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

450 € 
196 € 
380 € 
119 € 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and 

unique with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the Topkapi Palace, where 

Imperial residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section 

etc.... and Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time in Grand 

bazaar with its 3,500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Bosporus tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture 

besides modern residential and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and shopping center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Princess Island Tour Cruise in the Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop At Büyükada, the 

popular summer resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of 

Byzantine Princes. Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages. Evening return to Istanbul and 

transfer to hotels. Also seen during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. 

Day 5 Free day in for leisure. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 6 Optional Bursa &Yalova Thermal Tour (including lunch). Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 7 Free day for leisure. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 8 After breakfast transfer to Istanbul Airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  Hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at Bursa Anatolia Hotel 4* HB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sedirhotels.com/
http://www.turvan.com/
http://www.grandshotel.com/
http://www.europlazahotel.com/
http://www.grandhalic.com/


 

 

Bursa 
 

The first capital of the Ottoman Empire, the city can be considered the 

birthplace of modern Turkish culture. Enjoy an original dönerkebap on 

a bed of fresh pide bread, topped with tomato sauce, yogurt and melted 

butter. Indulge yourself in a traditional thermal spa that Bursa is 

famous for and visit one of the most beautiful mosques in the world. 
 

 

 

 
 



 

Istanbul –Bursa 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 

Starting from 348,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

3 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
GRAND S 
HOTEL 4*     

ANATOLIA  
HOTEL 4*              

Bed-Breakfast 
Half Board 

www.sedirhotels.com 
www.hotelanatolia.com  

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

889 € 
235 € 
815 € 
90 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

1185 € 
445 € 
1111 € 
98 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

786 € 
197 € 
712 € 
85 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

692 € 
170 € 
618 € 
85 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

548 € 
165 € 
474 € 
85 € 

 

 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and 

unique with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. 

We visit the TopkapiPalace,where Imperial residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, 

weapons, calligraphy section etc.... and Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took 

place and free time in Grand bazaar with its 3.500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3- ISTANBUL 
Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular summer 

resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine Princes. Tour of 

the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer to hotels. Also seen during 

the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Departure by ferry-boat via Yalova, enjoying the lovely countryside view. Drive to Bursa, former 

Ottoman Capital. Climb to Uludag, the legendary Mount Olympos, by Teleferik (Cable Car), lunch at 

the mountain and return to Bursa and visit to Ulucami (Grand Mosque), the Green Mosque and the 

Green Mausoleum, the old Silk Market in the Covered Bazaar. Overnight in Bursa. (Anatolia Hotel 4* 

BB) 

Day 5 Free day in Bursa City for shopping. Overnight in Bursa.( Anatolia Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 6 Transfer to Yalova City and free time in Famous Yalova Thermal Baths. Departure by ferry-boat 

to Istanbul and Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 7 Bosporus tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture 

besides modern residential and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and Shopping center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

 

DAY 8 After breakfast transfer to airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  Hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at Bursa Anatolia Hotel 4* HB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sedirhotels.com/
http://www.hotelanatolia.com/


 

 

Abant 

 

Is a favorite vacation and excursion spot travelers thanks to the natural beauty 

of its surroundings, which are covered with dense forests. The lake covers an 

area of 1.28 km² and its deepest spot is 18 m. 
 

 
 



 

Istanbul –Abant 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 

Starting from 670,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

4 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
THE EURO PLAZA HOTEL 4* 

BUYUK ABANT HOTEL 4* 
GRAND HALIC HOTEL 4* 

B.B 
HB. 
B.B. 

www.europlazahotel.com 
www.buyukabantoteli.com 
www.grandhalic.com  

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

985 € 
249 € 
897 € 
93 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

1400 € 
479 € 
1312 € 
119 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

828 € 
229 € 
740 € 
91 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

785 € 
199 € 
697 € 
90 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

670 € 
192 € 
582 € 
89 € 

 

 

 

Day 1 
Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and 

unique with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the TopkapiPalace,where Imperial 

residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section etc.... and 

Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time in Grand bazaar with 

its 3.500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Bosporus Tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture 

besides modern residential and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and Shopping Center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular 

summer resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine 

Princes. Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer to hotels. 

Also visioned during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. Overnight in 

Istanbul. 

 

Day 5 Transfer to Abant . Dinner and overnight in Abant. (Taksim Abant Palace Hotel 5* HB or 

Buyuk Abant Hotel 5* HB) 

Day 6 Free day in Abant for relaxing .Dinner and overnight in Abant. (Taksim Abant Palace Hotel 5* 

HB or Buyuk Abant Hotel 5* HB) 

Day 7 Transfer to Istanbul . 0vernight in Istanbul. 

Day 8 After breakfast transfer to Istanbul Airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  Hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at Abant Taksim Abant Palace 5* HB) 

or (Buyuk Abant Hotel 5* HB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.europlazahotel.com/
http://www.buyukabantoteli.com/
http://www.grandhalic.com/


 

 

Antalya 

 

Antalya is a city on the Mediterranean coast of southwestern Turkey It was the 

world’s fourth most visited city by number of international arrivals in 2010. Antalya 

offers a variety of beaches and other natural highlights. There are a number of 

mosques, churches, madrasahs, masjids, hans (caravanserai) and hamams (Turkish 

bath) in the city. Kaleiçi, the harbor, which the city walls enclose, is the oldest part of 

the city. Kaleiçi features many historic houses with traditional Turkish and local 

Greek architecture. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Istanbul –Antalya 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 

Starting from 493,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

5 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
GRAND S HOTEL  4* 
B.W. KHAN HOTEL 4* 

B.B 
HB. 

www.grandshotel.com 
www.khanhotel.com  

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

696 € 
189 € 
624 € 
89 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

956 € 
249 € 
884 € 
109 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

606 € 
178 € 
494 € 
88 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

566 € 
168 € 
494 € 
87 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

493 € 
159 € 
421 € 
86 € 

 

 

 

 

Supplement Prices:  

Domestic Flights are supplement. Supject to change 

1.Flight: ISTANBUL – ANTALYA: 75,00 €uro 

2.Flight: ANTALYA - ISTANBUL: 89,00 €uro 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Istanbul. 

Day2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and unique 

with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the TopkapiPalace,where Imperial residence 

of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section etc.... and Hippodrome, 

where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time in Grand bazaar with its 3.500 shops. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Bosporus Tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a possibility 

to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture besides modern 

residential and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and shopping center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular 

summer resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine Princes. 

Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer tohotels. Also seen 

during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 5 Transfer to Istanbul Airport and flight to Antalya. Dinner and overnight in Antalya. (Best Western 

Khan Hotel 4* HB) 

Day 6 Antalya city & waterfalls Tour. Dinner and overnight in Antalya. (Best Western Khan Hotel 4* 

HB) 

Day 7 Flight to Istanbul. Transfer to Istanbul hotel. overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 8 After breakfast transfer to Airport.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

Return (Istanbul-Antalya-Istanbul) domestic flight ticket  

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  Hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at  Antalya Best Western Khan Hotel 4* HB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.europlazahotel.com/
http://www.khanhotel.com/


 

 

Igneada 

 

Igneada Is a small town within in Turkey’s Kırklareli Province. It lies on the 

Black Sea Coast and is approximately 5 km south of the Rezovo River which 

forms the border with Bulgaria. 
 



 

 

Istanbul –Igneada (Black Sea) 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 

Starting from 668,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

6 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
EURO PLAZA HOTEL  4* 

IGNEADA RESORT HOTEL 5* 
B.B 
HB. 

www.europlazahotel.com 
www.igneadaresort.com  

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1115 € 
329 € 
1028 € 
99 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1395 € 
549 € 
1308 € 
129 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

819 € 
279 € 
732 € 
97 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

766 € 
215 € 
679 € 
94 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

668 € 
195 € 
581 € 
90 € 

 

 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and 

unique with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the TopkapiPalace,where Imperial 

residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section etc.... and 

Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time in Grand bazaar with 

its 3.500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Bosporus tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture 

besides modern residentials and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and Shopping Center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular 

summer resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine 

Princes. Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer tohotels. 

Also seen during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 5 Transfer to Igneada. Dinner and Overnight in Igneada. ( Igneada Resort Hotel & Spa Hotel 5* 

HB ) 

DAY 6 Free day in Igneada for swimming and relaxing. Dinner and overnight in Igneada. ( Igneada 

Resort Hotel & Spa Hotel 5* HB ) 

DAY 7 Transfer to Istanbul. Overnight in Istanbul. 

DAY 8 After breakfast transfer to Istanbul airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  Hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at  Igneada Resort Hotel & Spa Hotel  5* HB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.europlazahotel.com/
http://www.igneadaresort.com/


 

 

Cappadocia 

 

The area is a popular tourist destination, as it has many areas with unique 

geological, historic, and cultural features. The best historic mansions and cave 

houses for tourist stays are in Urgup, Goreme, Guzelyurt, and Uchisar. Hot-air 

ballooning is very popular in Cappadocia and is available in Goreme. Trekking is 

enjoyed in Ihlara Valley, Monestry Valley (Guzelyurt), Urgup, and Goreme. 
 

 

 
 



 

 

Istanbul –Cappadocia 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 

Starting from 380,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

7 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
GRAND S HOTEL  4* 

VERA TASSARAY HOTEL 4* 
B.B 
HB. 

www.grandshotel.com 
www.verahoteltassaray.com  

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

680 € 
204 € 
606 € 
92 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1015 € 
349 € 
940 € 
119 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

650 € 
195 € 
576 € 
90 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

642 € 
189 € 
568 € 
88 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

580 € 
183 € 
506 € 
85 € 

 

 

 

 

Supplement Prices:  

Domestic Flights are supplement. Supject to change 

1.Flight: ISTANBUL – KAYSERI: 105,00 €uro 

2.Flight: KAYSERI - ISTANBUL: 105,00 €uro 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and 

unique with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the Topkapi Palace,where Imperial 

residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section etc.... and 

Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time in Grand bazaar with 

its 3,500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Bosphorus Tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture besides 

modern residential and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and Shopping Center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular 

summer resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine Princes. 

Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer tohotels. Also seen 

during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 5 Pick up from hotel in the morning for flight to Kayseri. Arrival in Kayseri and meet by your 

guide.Departure for Cappadocia. Breakfast fully Guided tour to north Cappadocia short rest before 

starting the tour to visit Devrent Valley, Zelve Open- ir Museum, Monk’s valley (Pasabagi) where you 

will find the world known fairy chimneys. Break for lunch in Avanos and then continue on to the 

Goreme Open-Air Museum where you will visit the numerous rock carved churches and monasteries. 

Depart for a panoramic view of Esentepe and then on to Uchisar, a natural rock castle at the end of the 

tour back to the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay in Cappadocia.( Gomeda Hotel 4* HB or Tacsaray 

Hotel 4* HB) 

Day 6 After Breakfast Another full day tour this time to visit the famous Derinkuyu Underground City. 

Afterwards a short hike through the green Ihlara Valley along the stream visiting some of the churches 

along the way.Stop in Belisirma for lunch and then on to Selime for a panoramic view. Stop at the 

Agzikarahan Caravansarai is included. At the end of the tour. Dinner and overnight stay in Cappadocia. 

( Gomeda Hotel 4* HB or Tacsaray Hotel 4* HB) 

Day 7 Transfer to Kayseri Airport and flight to Istanbul. Transfer to Istanbul Hotel. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 8 After breakfast transfer to Istanbul Airport. 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

Return (Istanbul-Kayseri-Istanbul) domestic flight ticket 

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at  Cappadocia Gomeda Hotel 4* HB) 

or (Tacsaray Hotel 4* HB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.grandshotel.com/
http://www.verahoteltassaray.com/


 

 

Izmir 

 

Is a large metropolis in the western extremity of Anatolia. Standing on Mount Yamanlar, 

the tomb of Tantalus was explored by Charles Texier in 1835 and is an example of the 

historic traces in the region prior to the Hellenistic Age, along with those found in nearby. 

The Agora of Smyrna is well preserved, and is arranged into the Agora Open Air Museum 

of Izmir, although important parts buried under modern buildings are waiting to be 

brought to daylight. Serious consideration is also being given to uncovering the ancient 

theatre of Smyrna where St. Polycarp was martyred, buried under an urban zone on the 

slopes of Kadifekale. It was distinguishable until the 19th century, as evident by the 

sketching’s done at the time. On top of the same hill soars an ancient castle which is one 

of the landmarks of Izmir. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Istanbul –Izmir 

07 NIGHTS / 08 DAYS 

Starting from 423,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

8 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
ILKAY HOTEL  4* 

AKSAN HOTEL 4* 
B.B 
HB. 

www.sirkecihotels.com 
www.aksanotel.com.tr  

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

622 € 
180 € 
570 € 
79 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

796 € 
238 € 
744 € 
89 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

522 € 
156 € 
470 € 
86 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

487 € 
146 € 
435 € 
79 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 

Meal 

423 € 
139 € 
371 € 
74 € 

 

 

 

 

Supplement Prices:  

Domestic Flights are supplement. Supject to change 

1.Flight: ISTANBUL – IZMIR: 75,00 €uro 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight  stay in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque,  facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue  Iznik tiles and 

unique with  6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We  visit the TopkapiPalace,where 

Imperial residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section 

etc.... and Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine  riots took place and free time in Grand 

bazaar with  its 3,500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Bosporus Tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells  of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc.. 

Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a 

possibility  to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture 

besides modern residential and luxurious apartments and afternoon Camlica Hill and shopping center. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular 

summer resort with sandy beaches  and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine 

Princes. Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul  and transfer to 

hotels. Also seen during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the  sea. 

Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 5 Transfer to Istanbul Airport and flight to Izmir, transfer to Izmir hotel. Dinner and Overnight in 

Izmir. ( Aksan Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 6 Izmir City Tour. Overnight in Izmir. ( Aksan Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 7 Free day in Izmir for shopping or optional tours. Overnight in Izmir.( Aksan Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 8 After breakfast transfer to Izmir Airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

Return (Istanbul-Izmir-Istanbul) domestic flight ticket 

7 nights’ accommodation  

( 4 nights at Istanbul  hotel  BB) 

(+3  nights  at  Izmir Aksan Hotel 4* BB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sirkecihotels.com/
http://www.aksanotel.com.tr/


 

 

Yalova 

 

The first settlement in the region dates back to the Prehistoric Period, in around 

3000 BC. The city is famous for its hot springs in Thermal district, which gets 

its name from the Latin word thermae. 
 



 

 

Istanbul-Bursa-Yalova 

09 NIGHTS / 10 DAYS 

Starting from 814,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

9 

ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 
Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
GRAND S HOTEL  4* 
ANATOLIA HOTEL  4* 

YALOVA ELEGANCE HOTEL4* 

B.B 
HB. 
HB. 

www.grandshotel.com 
www.hotelanatolia.com  
 www.eleganceresort.com.tr  

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

1202 € 
310 € 
1051 € 
95 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

1739 € 
525 € 
1588 € 
129 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

688 € 
206 € 
871 € 
93 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

950 € 
270 € 
799 € 
91 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 
SGL Suppl. 

Add Bed 
Meal 

814 € 
235 € 
663 € 
89 € 

 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque, facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and 

unique with 6 minarets, built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the TopkapiPalace,where Imperial 

residence of Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section etc.... and 

Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time in Grand bazaar with 

its 3,500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular 

summer resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine 

Princes. Tour of the island with horse-drawn carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer to hotels. 

Also seen during the tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. Overnight in 

Istanbul. 

Day 4 Departure by ferry-boat via Yalova, enjoying the lovely countryside view. Drive to Bursa, former 

Ottoman Capital . Climb to Uludag, the legendary Mount Olympos, by Teleferik (Cable Car), lunch at 

the mountain and return to Bursa and visit to Ulucami (Grand Mosque), the Green Mosque and the 

Green Mausoleum, the old Silk Market in the Covered Bazaar. 

Overnight in Bursa.( Anatolia Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 5 Free day in Bursa City for shopping.Overnight in Bursa.( Anatolia Hotel 4* BB) 

Day 6 Transfer to Yalova City and free time in famous Yalova Thermal Baths. Overnight in 

Yalova.(Yalova Elegance Resort Hotel 4* BB) 

Day 7 Free day in Yalova. Overnight in Yalova .(Yalova Elegance Resort Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 8 Departure by ferry-boat to Istanbul and Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 9 Bosporus Tour: Spice Bazaar (Egyptian Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices. Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc..Bosporus Cruise, through the waterway 

separating the two continents, Europe and Asia, with a possibility to take photographs of marble 

palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottoman architecture besides modern residential and luxurious 

apartmentsand afternoon Camlica Hill and Shopping center. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 10 After breakfast transfer to airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

9 nights’ accommodation  

( 5 nights at Istanbul  hotel  BB) 

(+2  nights  at  Bursa Anatolia Hotel 4* BB) 

(+ 2 nights at Yalova Elegance Resort Hotel 4* BB) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on the 

above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.grandshotel.com/
http://www.hotelanatolia.com/
http://www.eleganceresort.com.tr/


 

 

 

Istanbul-Bursa-Yalova-Abant 

14 NIGHTS / 15 DAYS 

Starting from 1192,00 €uro 

 

HOTELS 

10 
ACCOMODATION WEB PAGE REGULAR : 1-5 

Minibus 

 

PRIVATE:1-3 
Mercedes Vito 

 

GROUP:6-10 
Minibus 

 

GROUP:11-20 
Midibus/Turkuaz 

 

GROUP:21-45 
Mercedes 403 Bus 

 
GRAND S HOTEL  4* 

ANATOLIA HOTEL  4* 
YALOVA ELEGANCE HOTEL4* 
TAKSIM ABANT HOTEL 4* 

B.B 
HB. 
HB. 
HB. 

www.grandshotel.com 
www.hotelanatolia.com  
 www.eleganceresort.com.tr 
www.taksimotelcilik.com.tr   
 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1929 € 
578 € 
1747 € 
139 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

2496 € 
715 € 
2314 € 
145 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1454 € 
415 € 
1272 € 
129 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1405 € 
399 € 
1223 € 
125 € 

 

Per Pax/DBL R. 

SGL Suppl. 
Add Bed 
Meal 

1192 € 
357 € 
1010 € 
120 € 

 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. Overnight stay in Istanbul. 

Day 2 Istanbul City Tour: Blue Mosque,  facing Hagia Sophia, famous with its blue Iznik tiles and unique with 

6 minarets,  built in the name of Sultan Ahmet. We visit the TopkapiPalace,where Imperial residence of 

Ottoman Sultans exhibiting Chinese porcelain, weapons, calligraphy section etc.... 

and Hippodrome, where chariot races and the Byzantine riots took place and free time  in  Grand bazaar with 

its 3.500 shops. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 3 Princess Island Tour Cruise in Marmara Sea to Princes’ Islands, stop at Büyükada, the popular summer 

resort with sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, once the pleasure island of Byzantine  Princes.Tour of the 

island with horse-drawn  carriages Evening return to Istanbul and transfer to hotels. Also to  be seen during the 

tour: Topkapi Palace, Leander’s Tower, Uskudar from the sea. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 4 Departure by ferry-boat via Yalova, enjoying the lovely countryside view. 

Drive to Bursa. Climb to Uludag, the legendary Mount Olympos, by Cable Car, lunch at the mountain and 

return to Bursa and visit to Ulucami (Grand Mosque), the Green Mosque  and the Green Mausoleum, the old 

Silk Market in the Covered Bazaar. 

Day 5 + 6 Free day in Bursa  City for shopping.  Overnight in Bursa.( Anatolia  Hotel  4* BB ) 

Day 7 + 8 Transfer to Yalova City and free time in Famous Yalova Thermal  Baths. Overnight in  Yalova.Free 

day in Yalova. Overnight in Yalova .(Yalova Elegance Resort Hotel 4* BB ) 

Day 9 Transfer to Abantlake. Dinner and Overnight in Abant.(TaksimAbant Palace Hotel 5* HB or 

BuyukAbant Hotel  5* HB ) 

Day 10 Free day in Abant for relaxing. Dinner and Overnight in Abant. (Taksim Abant Palace Hotel  5* HB or 

Buyuk Abant  Hotel 5*HB) 

Day 11 Transfer to Istanbul hotel. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 12 Bosphorus Tour.Spi ce Bazaar (Egyptian  Bazaar), mystical smells of different aromas of various 

spices.  Shops selling fruits, vegetables, flowers, fish etc..Bosphorus Cruise, through the waterway separating 

the two continents,  Europe and Asia,  with a possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient 

wooden  villas of Ottoman architecture besides modern residential and luxurious apartments  and afternoon  

Camlica Hill and Shopping center. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 13 + 14 Free day in Istanbul for leisure. Overnight in Istanbul. 

Day 15 After breakfast transfer to airport 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

Return flight ticket in economy class 

14 nights’ accommodation  

( 7 nights at Istanbul  hotel  BB) 

(+3  nights  at  Bursa Anatolia Hotel 4* BB) 

(+ 2 nights at Yalova Elegance Resort Hotel 4* BB) 

(+ 2 nights at Taksim  Abant  Palace  5*  HB) 

Or (Buyuk Abant Hotel 5* HB ) 

All transportation in Turkey by a/c tour coach, 

Meals as stated on the itinerary, 

All  entrance  fees  to  sites  and  to  the museums mentioned on 

the above program, 

Comprehensive sightseeing as itinerary,  

Arabic or English speaking Professional guide throughout.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.grandshotel.com/
http://www.hotelanatolia.com/
http://www.eleganceresort.com.tr/
http://www.taksimotelcilik.com.tr/


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                     
 

 

Book NOW with Istanbul Shopping Travel Tours : 

TRANSPORTATION 

 

VEHICLES 
       

Model & Seats Regular VIP / VITO 

Luxury 

4 seats 

(1-2  Pax) 

PRIVAT / VITO 

Luxury 

4 seats 

(3-4  Pax) 

MINIBUS  

12 seats 

(5-10  Pax) 

MIDIBUS  

17 seats 

(11-17  Pax) 

TURKUAZ  

27 seats 

(18-25  Pax) 

O-403 / Safir 

46 seats 

(26-46 Pax) 

ISTANBUL ATATÜRK AIRPORT  

HOTEL TAKSIM / EUROPE SIDE  
19 € 50 € 30 € 20 € 15 € 10 € 6 € 

ISTANBUL ATATÜRK AIRPORT  

HOTEL / ASIA SIDE 
30 € 95 € 45 € 35 € 25 € 19 € 12 € 

SABIHA GÖKÇEN AIRPORT  

HOTEL TAKSIM / EUROPE SIDE 
50 € 95 € 45 € 35 € 25 € 19 € 12 € 

SABIHA GÖKÇEN AIRPORT  

HOTEL / ASIA SIDE 
30 € 58 € 32 € 17 € 18 € 12 € 7 € 

ASIA SIDE HOTEL – HARBOUR 

TRANSFER 
35 € 90 € 45 € 35 € 25 € 19 € 12 € 

EUROPE SIDE HOTEL–

HARBOUR TRANSFER 
19 € 50 € 25 € 20 € 15 € 10 € 6 € 

*After 23:30, there will be 50% surcharge for until 02:00 and 100% surcharge for between 02:00-04:00 

* Solo use of vehicle including airport parking fees and petrol One-way 

*Above Rates are NET/Non comissinable and Per Person in Per one Way  

TRANSFER RATES 

2015 

01.01.2015-31.10.2015 

ISTANBUL 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                

ISTANBUL 

                 

                                 

 

 

An Exiting Destination with a homely Feel. . . . . A City Beyond Compare 

 

Magical Istanbul.  The former capital of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, with a history stretching back over 3000 years. The city that bridges two 

continents surrounded on three sides by water, affording the most breathtaking views. Historical mosques, ancient churches, bazaars, palaces, underground 

cisterns make this the perfect destination.  

Istanbul embraces two continents, one arm reaching out to Asia, the other to Europe. Through the city's heart, the Bosphorus strait, courses the waters of the Black 

Sea, the Sea of Marmara and the Golden Horn. The former capital of three successive empires - Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman - today Istanbul honors and 

preserves the legacy of its past while looking forward to its modern future. 

 

Indeed, it is Istanbul's variety that fascinates its visitors. The museums, churches, palaces, great mosques, bazaars and sights of natural beauty seem inexhaustible. 

As you recline on the shores of the Bosphorus at sunset, contemplating the red twilight reflected in the windows on the opposite shore, you understand, suddenly 

and profoundly, why so many centuries ago settlers chose to build on this remarkable site. At times such as these, you feel that Istanbul is truly one of the most 

glorious cities in the world. 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS custom designs tours of this beautiful historical city, planning your days and evenings, to combine the well - known and lesser-known 

sights in a truly unforgettable experience.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1»   Imperial Tour 
2»   Ottoman Splendors Classics Wonders Tour 
3»   Grand Classics Highlights of Istanbul Tour 
4»   Dolmabahce Palace – Camlica Hill Tour 
5»   Prince’s Islands Tour 
6»   Morning Bosphorus Tour 
7»   Afternoon Bosphorus Tour 
8»   Two Continents Europe-Asia Tour 
9»   Bosphorus & Two Continents Tour 
10»  Bosphorus Cruise Sadberk Hnm Museum Tour 
11»  Bosphorus by Night on Luxury Cruise Tour 
12»  Istanbul by Night Tour 
13»  Maniaturk Tour 
14»  1001 Nights Tour 
16»  Disco Night – Entertainment Tour 
17»  Shopping a La Ottoman Tour 
18»  Shopping Modern Time Tour 
19»  Turkish Bath Tour 
20»  Dining Kumkapi Tour 
21»  Dining Orient House Night Club Tour 
22»  Dining Sarnic Restaurant The Cistern Tour 
23»  Green Bursa Tour 
24»  Troy Gallipoli Anzacs Tour 
25»  Ephesus & Virgin Mary’S House Tour 
26»  Pergamum Tour 
27»  Pamukkale (Hierapolis) Tour 
28»  Cappadocia Tour 
40»  Cap Kon Pam Aph Eph Izm Tour 
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1. IMPERIAL  TOUR                            Tour Code: IST/DCT-3401                     Half Day Morning Tour 

We begin our tour of the Sultanahmet district, the heart of old Istanbul, at Saint Sophia. Built by Emperor Justinian in the 6th century AD, this church is one of the marvels of world architecture, 

undoubtedly one of the greatest architectural creations in the World used as a mosque during Ottomans and serving as a museum today. Its massive dome dominates the skyline of old Istanbul. It is 

famed for its mosaics, including glittering portraits of emperors and empresses. Next we visit the Blue Mosque, which owes its name to the exquisite tiles adorning its interior. Dating from the 17th 

century, it is the only imperial mosque with six minarets. The Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts in the palace of İbrahim Pasha, grand vezir to Sultan Süleyman the Magnificent, houses exhibits from 

many eras, but is most famous for its collection of Ottoman carpets. The Byzantine Hippodrome, the center for entertainment and sports in the city during the Roman and Byzantine Empires,  the 

stadium of ancient Byzantium, held 100,000 spectators and featured objects from all corners of the empire. Of these, an Egyptian obelisk, the Serpentine Column and the German Fountain  of Wilhelm 

II are suites Underground Cistern to be visited,  and a bronze sculpture of three entwined serpents from Delphi survive. The Grand Bazaar was the commercial heart of the old city and its 4,000 shops 

are full of treasures – including carpets and kilims, silks, jewellery, ceramics, icons, and leather goods. Wandering through the Grand Bazaar, indulge in some shopping, Ottoman style.  

St.Sophia (Hagia Sophia) closed on Mondays. 

Grand Bazaar closed on Sundays. 

€ 30, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance. 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. OTTOMAN SPLENDOURS CLASSICS WONDERS TOUR     Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3402 Half Day Afternoon Tour 

We begin our tour drive around the Golden Horn and the great walls of Constantinople, we pass Dolmabahce Palace, then cross the Galata Bridge before arriving in Sultanahmet Square where we 

visit. Topkapi Palace, which, from the 15th to the 19th century, was the principle residence of the Ottoman Sultans. We will visit the fabulous Imperial Treasury and the Baghdad Kiosk. Topkapi Palace is 

now a museum to exhibit works of art and many priceless artifacts and has unrivalled collections of jewellery, including the Spoon maker’s Diamond, the 3rd largest in the world, Ottoman court 

costumes and ceramics, notably one of the world’s finest collection of early Chinese ceramics, much of it gifts from other rulers. Interestingly, some of the ceramics have a special glaze that was said 

to change colour in the presence of poison. We also visit the Imperial Armoury, displaying centuries of Ottoman weaponry, religious artifacts and other priceless relics. But perhaps the loveliest 

features of Topkapi Palace are its courtyards with their ancient trees, and it is easy to imagine the sultan strolling here far from the cares of state and empire. Harem section is not included in the 

program; visits are due to extra entrance fee.  The Süleymaniye Mosque is the largest and grandest of Istanbul’s imperial mosques. It dates from the 16th century heyday of the Ottoman Empire, and 

was designed by Mimar Sinan, the greatest architect of his day and originator of the Classical Ottoman style of architecture. Of the 2,000 structures Sinan designed, Süleymaniye Mosque and its 

complex of charitable institutions rank among the most important. 

This mosque complex once included a soup kitchen, hamam, caravanserai and primary school. 

Drive a long the Golden Horn past Roman land walls and Byzantine churches.   

Topkapi Palace closed on Tuesdays. 

€ 34, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance.  
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3. GRAND CLASSICAL HIGHLIGHTS TOUR        Tour Code: IST/DCT:3403      Regular Full Day Tour 

The daily trip bgins with the Hippodrme, once was the Byzantine horse races and sport arena. It will continue with Golden Horn, Galata Bridge and the Sultanahmet Mosque, called also Blue Mosque, 

the only mosque in the world with six minarets. Lunch break with the magnificent view of Istanbul. Thereafter visit Topkapı Serail the largest Serail of Ottoman Emporer, between 15-19 century, with its 

inestimable Preciowness of the Ottoman culture. The route ends at the Grand Covered Bazaar for shopping. 

If you like to visit St. Sophia Museum we can schedule to the Tour Program. 

Topkapi: Closed on Mondays 

Grand Covered Bazaar: Closed on Sundays. 

€ 50, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance, Lunch  

                      

 

 

 

 

4. DOLMABAHCE PALACE + CAMLICA   TOUR             Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3404     Half Day Tour 

You will be met by your guide at the Port of Istanbul where you will begin your Private Istanbul Tour. First we will visit DOLMABAHCE PALACE the last residence for Ottoman Sultans with 365 rooms 

and 22 saloons. Famous with the great collection of European antiquity, furniture and 4.5 tons chandelier. BOSPHORUS BRIDGE unique chance to step from one continent (Europe) to another 

(Asia) in 2 minutes. Caffe - Tea break at CAMLICA HILL exposing a panoramic view of Istanbul and Bosphorus from the best point of view. Once the tour has finished you will be returned to the 

Port of Istanbul.   

INCLUDES : Pick up & drop-off at Port of Istanbul, A/C private transportation, Professional guide, Entrance fees. 

CLOSED : Dolmabahce Palace on Monday, Thursday 

€ 35, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance.  

                      

 

 

 

5. PRINCE’s  ISLANDS TOUR                    Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3405                             Full Day Tour 

If you feel the need to escape from the bustle of Istanbul for a day, nothing could be easier. You simply join us aboard a ferry bound for the charming Princes’ Islands. Our destination is Büyükada, the 

largest of the island chain, famous with Sandy beaches and pinewood scenery, but we will pass by four other islands on the way. All are famous for their mild climates, lush vegetation and ornate 

Ottoman houses, and on all of them cars are banned. The preferred means of transportation is the charming horse-drawn carriage known as the phaeton, which we will use on our circular tour of 

Büyükada, passing elegant mansions draped in brilliant purple bougainvillea. You will feel as though you have stepped back into a more leisured and gracious age, almost expecting grand 19th 

century ladies and gentlemen to come strolling down to the waterfront on an afternoon promenade. Lunch will be at one of the many excellent traditional fish-restaurants on the waterfront, gazing 

across the water at the Asian shore of Istanbul, so close though it feels worlds away. 

(Art demonstration of hand made Turkish carpets at the end of the tour). 

€ 48, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance. 
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6. MORNING BOSPHORUS CRUISE TOUR         Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3406    Half Day Morning Tour 

After a brief visit to the 17th century Spice Bazaar, we embark on a passenger boat for an unforgettable cruise along the Bosphorus, the beautiful strait that divides Europe from Asia. Winding 

between wooded hills, it is lined with mosques, castles, 19th century mansions, picturesque villages and the extravagant baroque palaces of the late Ottoman sultans. Our tour concludes with a drive 

along the Bosphorus to visit the privately owned Sadberk Hanım Museum, Istanbul’s only ethnological museum. 

€ 29, - pp including museum tickets, transportation and guidance. 

                      

 

7. AFTERNOON BOSPHORUS CRUISE TOUR    Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3407 Half Day Afternoon  Tour 

We drive to Sariyer along the European shore of the strait, passing through charming Ottoman villages full of fancifully decorated 19 th century houses, before cruising down the Bosphorus, gliding 

past palaces and the Rumeli Hisarı and Anadolu Hisarı fortresses, Historical armament, built by the Conqueror to control and protect Bosphorus, is a unique example of military architecture. (No 

interior visit).. Cruise throgh the waterway separating the teo continents, Asia and Europe, with a possibility to take photographs of marble palaces, ancient wooden villas of Ottomans Architectures 

next to the modern residential and luxury apartments. At the conclusion of our tour, we also visit the legendary Spice Bazaar. (Art demonstration of hand made Turkish carpets at the end of the tour).  

€ 29, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance.  

                        

 

 

8. TWO CONTINENTS EUROPE-ASIAN TOUR        Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3408             Half Day Tour 

We begin by driving across the first Bosphorus Bridge and head for the summit of Çamlıca Hill, wone of the highest points which affords panoramic views of Istanbul, the Sea of Marmara and the 

Princes’ Islands, and take nice pictures. From here a short drive brings us to the Palace of Beylerbeyi on the shore of the Bosphorus. Built on the site of an older mansion in the 19th century and used as 

the summer residence of Ottoman Sultans.. Perhaps the most elegant of the late Ottoman palaces, Beylerbeyi boasts six sumptuously furnished reception halls. 

€ 27, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance  

                         
 

 

 

 

9. BOSPHORUS & TWO CONTINENTS TOUR        Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3409   Regular Full Day Tour 

Combination of Tour 6 and Tour 8 including lunch. 

Spice Bazaar may be substituted with Bedesten or Zyndan Han. 

€ 36, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance, Lunch  

                       

 

 



 

 

 

10. BOSPHORUS CRUISE & SADBERK MUSEUM TOUR       Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3410  Half Day Tour 

Bosphorus literally means "cow-ford", so named because Zeus' s mistress, Io, fled across the strait in the shape of a cow to escape the wrath of Zeus's wife, Hera. Myth aside, the legendary waterway is 

as dazzlingly beautiful now as it was in antiquity. No visit to Istanbul is complete without a cruise along its physical and spiritual heart, the glistening waters that link Europe to Asia, that join the Black 

Sea and Sea of Marmara. 

After a brief visit to the 17th century Spice Bazaar* (*closed on Sundays), the second largest covered bazaar in Istanbul, we embark on a cruise up the Bosphorus, the legendary strait separating 

Europe and Asia. We cruise past the Dolmabahce and Beylerbeyi Palaces, wooden 19th century seafront mansions, picturesque villages and modern pleasure palaces, disembarking at the mouth of 

the Black Sea. We then drive along the strait to the Sadberk Hanim Museum (closed on Wednesdays), a gracious three-story waterfront mansion housing a rich collection of Anatolian works of arts, 

antiques and relics dating back to 6,000 BC  

€ 37, - pp including museum entrance tickets, transportation and guidance. 

                      

 

 

 

11. BOSPHORUS BY NIGHT ON LUXURY CRUISE TOUR        Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3411   Night Tour 

Night tour, open buffet, barbecue, unlimited local drinks. 

After a short drive from your hotel to the pier of Istanbul, we will embark at the regular boat.  It is only city in the world between Europe and Asia you make a cosy boat travel with a fantastic view of 

the beautiful places, old Ottoman Summerhouses and the Bosphorus Bridges. This enchanted  night Cruise starts while you are sipping your welcome drink as the sun sets on Istanbul. Beneath the 

Bosphorus Bridge by moonlight, glide past the Ciragan Palace, nowadays Hotel Kempinski, Dolmabahce Palace on European shores and the Beylerbeyi Palace, Kanlica and Anatolian Fortress on 

Asia shores. 

A rich variety of open buffet dishes, specialties of Turkish Cuisine and barbecue unlimited local drinks, following dinner, renowned Belly Dancers, Anatolian Folk dancers and Turkish Singers perform 

The twinkling lights of the European shores from Tarabya to Kabatas.  After the Bosphorus Tour, we will drive with the bus over one of the Bosphorus Bridges to the Asian part of Istanbul’s where expacts 

you the mostly beautiful Hill Istanbuls. Yeditepe Hill where we will have a wunderful view over the Bosphorus and the city.  After shopping possbilty Transfer to Hotels before saying (Good Night) to 

Istanbul. 

Advance reservation required not later than 15:00. 

€ 47, -  pp, including assistance, return transportation and dinner. 

                     
 

 

12. ISTANBUL BY NIGHT TOUR                      Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3412                          Night Tour 

If you like to experience Istanbul by Night, we offer you a tasty dinner in 3. richest kitchen of the world in a nice Night Club, accompanied with the Turkish Music, Folk Dance Groups and Belly Dancers 

to enjoy an unforgettable evenning in Istanbul. 

€ 45 , -  pp, including assistance, return transportation and dinner. 

                     

 

 

 



 

 

 

13. MINIA TURK – MINIACITY TOUR                  Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3413                   Half Day Tour 

The biggest miniature city of Middle East and Balkans which is exhibiting more then 80 architectural wonders of Turkey in 60.00 sqm with full brief details in English, French, Russian, Arabic and German. 

€ 27, - pp including entrance tickets, transportation and guidance . 

                     

 

 

 

 

14. 1001  NIGHTS TOUR                          Tour Code: IST/DCT : 3414                                 Night Tour 

Dinner will be served at exclusive nightclub where authentic Turkish dishes can be tated with a half bottle of wine or soft drinks. You can imagine the life of Anatolian civilization while watching 

Anatolian Folklore groups featuring popular musical instruments. Impressive Floorshows of Belly Dancers will take you to the mystic nights of Orient. It will be interesting to hear Turkish singer, who signs in 

many languages which might be also be yours as well. 

€ 40, - pp including Dinner, Show, Limited Soft Drinks,  transportation and guidance. 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. DISCO – ENTERTAINMENT TOUR                     Tour Code: IST/DCT : 3416                   Night Tour 

According to your music wishes (jazz, tecno, latin, house) we can prepare special programs. 

Istanbul nights under the stars!!! 

Nightlife Spot: Sortie 

Type: Nightclub 

Description: Sortie is one of the most popular summer night clubs of Istanbul.. It's open air. Everybody knows about Sortie in Istanbul, it's so much popular.. ;) 

At Sortie music starts at 19:30 and lasts until 4:00 in the morning.. 

In the club you can find Park Samdan, Le Select, Mezzaluna, Lounge Circus restaurants and clubs.. 

Dress Code: You have to be well dressed.. Very fancy is suggested.. Usually V.I.P. and famous people goes to Laila. In the entrance you can see alot of paparazzi..... Ooooppss! 

Include iskembe soup 

€ 75, - pp including Dinner, Show, Limited Soft Drinks,  transportation and guidance.  

                     

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

17. SHOPPING A LA OTTOMAN TOUR         Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3417         Half Day Morning Tour 

An opportunity for guests to practice on their bargaining skills at the Bazaars. Covered Bazaar (Kapalicarsi) is the oldest and biggest closed bazaar in the world, also known as the Grand Bazaar. 

Around 4,000 shops and over 60 alleyways make a huge labyrinth in the city centre.  Second stop will be to the Spice Market also known as the Egyptian Bazaar because in the past large proportion 

of the goods on sale were from Egypt. This is a great place to buy unusual souvenirs - or just stock up on your own culinary supplies.  Late afternoon guide and bus will take guests back to the hotel.  

€ 20, - pp including transportation and guidance. 

                     
 

 

 

18. MODERN TIME SHOPPING TOUR                  Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3418                  Full Day Tour 

A morning or afternoon at the Most Award Winning Shopping Centre; Akmerkez, established on 180,000 square meters and /or  Kanyon, a new luxury shopping mall, Metro City, Cevahir, Nisantasi, 

Osmanbey, Beyoglu, Park Orman Maslak . High quality fashion products stores like Harvey Nichols and elegant Cafes are open 365 days a year. 

€ 35, - pp for half day morning or afternoon outing, including transportation and assistance.  

                     
 

 

 

19. SOMETHING UNUSUAL: TURKISH BATH TOUR           Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3419    Evenning Tour 

Satisfaction means experiencing something in its natural setting. So after a good breakfast or lunch what better way of relaxing than a couple of hours at a Turkish Hamam. You will be driven to the 

Baths and upon entering offered large colourful towels called ' Pestemal ' and taken into a hot marbled room to sweat and relax. This is followed with a wonderful massage using a special bath glove 

called 'kese', hot water and soap.  The effects of the massage leaves your skin pink and tingling while you feel relaxed and pleasantly light and refreshed. Cleansed both physically and mentally, a 

Turkish bath is an experience not to be missed.  In the cafe area of the Bath an open bar will be set up for guests to relax and rest before returning to the hotel.  

€ 25, - pp including transportation, guidance, traditional wash and massage  

                     

 
 



 

 

 

20. DINING: KUMKAPI TOUR                   Tour Code: IST/DCT : 3420                         Evenning Tour 

Kumkapi is a collection of some 50 small fish restaurants in this fishermen's quarter located off the coastal road and behind Sultanahmet Square.  Kumkapi is a pedestrian area popular with 
both tourists and locals alike for its lively atmosphere, charming narrow streets and numerous taverns. We have chosen the very best of these restaurants for our guests who will be 
delighted with the large selection of dishes on offer. Restaurant Neyzen and Mermaid are some of our favourites and are great places to eat and to observe the rest of Istanbul society. 

Tha maintance character of this quarter is to serve dinner with local gipsy music and eastern amusement. 
€ 37. -  pp, including assistance, return transportation and dinner . 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

21. DINING: ORIENT HOUSE NIGHT CLUB TOUR           Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3421    Evenning Tour 

Orient house nightclub is a "tourist" venue. Dinner is accompanied with an oriental floor show is exhibited, consisting of belly dancers, folk dancers, live Turkish and international music. 

€ 32. -  pp, including assistance, return transportation and dinner . 

                     

 

  

 

 

 

22. DINING: SARNIC RESTAURANT THE CISTERN TOUR    Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3422 Evenning Tour 

Sarnic Restaurant (The Cistern) is situated at the top of a sloping, narrow street behind St. Sophia where there are a series of guest houses. This magnificent building, borne on six massive 

stone blocks, has high brick domes and was originally built as a water cistern 1500 years ago. Whereas, recently (meaning 1960‟s and 1970‟s), it had become a car repair shop built on what 

appeared to be a pile of rubble. Turkey‟s Touring and Automobile Association, which transformed the houses in the street into guest houses, also cleared the accumulated dirt and rubble of 

centuries from this cistern, restored it and translated it into to a „Roman tavern‟. The excavation required to achieve today‟s “ground level” went down seven metres. During the process of 

this work it was ascertained that the bases of the six, massive, stone support blocks were embedded a further three metres in the ground! During the hot days of summer, the cistern offers 

a cool atmosphere and, when the night comes, it is swathed in the mystic glow of candle light. The soft golden light from iron chandeliers paints the place with all the colours of history. It is 

a place which testifies to the grand and dramatic synthesis of Istanbul‟s three thousand year history. 

€ 39. -  pp, including assistance, return transportation and dinner . 
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23. GREEN BURSA TOUR             Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3423               Long Day Trip Tour - Lunch 

Early departure to Yalova by ferryboat, then drive to Bursa, where we visit the early 15th century Green Mosque, and the Green Tomb, where Sultan Mehmet I was buried in 1421, as well as the 

imperial Great  Mosque, Gren Mausoleum, with its 20 domes and 12 massive pillars.  

Very Nice lunch at an elegant kebab restaurant where you can taste (Kebap of Alexander) the Great,  we will  visit the Bazaar and Koza Hani, the silk cocoon caravanserai, then travel by cable car 

to visit Uludag, looking out over Bursa and the fertile plains beyond. Next we take a short drive to Cumalikizik Village's beautifully preserved early Ottoman private homes. 

Climb to Uludag, the legendary Mount Olympos, by teleferic (Cable Cr) to overlook Bursa and take a nice pictures. Late evenning return to İstanbul and drop back to Hotels. 

Enjoy a magical day of incomparable architectural wonders and natural beauty. 

Minimum 8 person is required for that tour to be operated. 

€ 80. -  pp, including enrance tickets, transportation guidance, Lunch . 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24. TROY & GALLIPOLI (ANZACS) TOUR    Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3424  Long Day Trip Tour - Lunch 

Early drive to the Dardanelles, battlefields of the World War I at Gallipoli where you will see Anzac Cove, Lone Pine Australian Memorial, and Johnston's Jolly & Chunk Bair New Zealand Memorial, the 

Trenches and war memorials of both the Turkish and Anzac troops. Lunch is on the way of Gallipoli. 

Visit the legendary city immortalized by Homer's Illiad and later excavated by German archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann in 1871 revealing that Troy was not just a myth. During this time, 10 different 

cities have been discovered. Then, journey from the ancient battlefield where Ajax, Hector and Achilles fell to Gallipoli, the WWI battlefield near the Dardenelles where allied forces in the world's first 

amphibious landing were repulsed in a bloody battle by Ottoman troops under the command of Kemal Ataturk.  

Troy, famous for the legendary Trojan Horse from the times of Beautiful Hellen and Hellen. Late  return to Istanbul . Drop back to your Hotel. 

Minimum 8 person is required for that tour to be operated. 

€ 99. -  pp, including enrance tickets, transportation guidance, Lunch.  

     
 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

25. EPHESUS & VIRGIN MARY’s HOUSE TOUR Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3425 Long Day Trip Tour - Lunch 

The capital of all Asia during the Roman imperial period, Ephesus's magnificent public buildings are remarkably well-preserved. Alexander the Great, Cleopatra, Saint Paul and Saint John were all 

visitors. The Virgin Mary spent the last years of her life at a nearby mountain retreat. Follow in their footsteps.  

Early morning flight to Izmir and transfer to Selcuk and visit the Shrine of Virgin Mary at Mount Solmissos and one of the Seven Churches of Revelation. Follow to Ephesus, Proceed to the ancient Greco-

Roman City, the best preserved one in today’s world. We visit the Chapel of the Virgin Mary, then proceed to the spectacular ruins of Ephesus, many of which have only recently been excavated. 

Stroll along the Marble Street, visiting the Odeon, Baths, decorative Fountains, Temples, a Brothel, the Library of Celsus, an Ancient Theater and the Gymnasium,  Bouleterion, Temple of Hadrian and 

Serapic, Agora, Library of Celsus, Great Theatre, Double Church, Arcadian way, Gate of Magnesia.. After lunch, we visit the Archaeological Museum, the Mosque of Isabey, St. John's Basilica and his 

tomb and the Temple of Diana, and the Temple of Artemis, one of the Seven Wunders of the Ancient World. . Return to Izmir, flight to Istanbul that evening, with transfer to your hotel provided. 

Minimum 8 person is required for that tour to be operated. 

Istanbul / Izmir / Istanbul air tickets, economy class 

Airport transfers in Istanbul and Izmir airports 

English speaking assistance during all tours and transfers 

Museum and site entrance tickets, lunch  

€ 275. -  pp, including enrance tickets, transportation guidance, Lunch.  

                     

 

 

26. PERGAMUM TOUR             Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3426                   Long Day Trip Tour - Lunch 

Early morning flight or night buses to Izmir then drive to Pergamum where you can visit the most beautiful cities fo the Hellenistic World. The city of different healing methods like therapy with music and 

sound of water were first used. Visit to Aesculapium, ancient medical center built in the name of Aesculapis, "God of Medicine". Lunch and proceed to Pergamum Acropolis. Visit Trojan, Athena and 

Dionysos Temples, Altar of Zeus, Gymnasium of Youth, Odeon, Library, Agora, Great Theatre and Roman Bath. Kizil Avlu (Red Courtyard or Red Church) served as a Temple of Serapic, an Egyptian 

God, used like church and known one of the "Seven Churches of Revelation". Before leaving PErgamum, visit local Archeological Museum. 

Return to Izmir and evening flight or bus to Istanbul.  

Minimum 8 person is required for that tour to be operated. 

€ 275. -  pp, including enrance tickets, transportation guidance, Lunch.  

                     

 

 

27. PAMUKKALE (HIERAPOLIS) TOUR       Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3427    Long Day Trip Tour - Lunch 

Early morning flight or night bus to Izmir. Proceed to Pamukkale (Cotton Castle), a beautiful and spectacular natural site, unique in the world Visit the ruins of the biggest Necropolis Graveyard of the 

ancient world, Roman Baths, Basilica and calcium cliffs. Drive to Aphrodisias. After lunch visit the Greco-Romen settlement which is remarkably well preserved. The ancient city is dedicated to the 

Goddess of Love, Aphrodite. Visiting Archaeological Museum before leaving Pamukkale. Return to Izmir for evening flight or bus to Istanbul.  

Minimum 8 person is required for that tour to be operated. 

€ 199. -  pp, including enrance tickets, transportation guidance, Lunch  
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28. CAPPADOCIA TOUR              Tour Code: IST/DCT : 3428                      2 Nights Tour - Lunch 

 

Day 1: ISTANBUL / CAPPADOCIA 

Pick up and transfer from Kayseri airport to Cappadocia. Proceed to Devrent Valley to see the unique fairy-chimneys. Then visit Zelve Open Air Museum, where theree canyons meet in the valley. 

Drive to Pasabag (Monk's) Valley to see the most interesting mushroom-shaped pinnacles. Pracitice pottery production with the ancient techniques in Avanos. Visit another beautiful open air 

museum at Goreme where the remains of rock-cut churches and Christian settlements which date back hundreds of years. Lastly, before returning to your hotel, visit the natural castles at Uchisar. 

Dinner and overnight at hotel. 

 

Day 2 : CAPPADOCIA 

Early departure for visit Red valley, and explore the famous rock-cut churches and hike 5 km through the Gulludere valley. Then visit Cavusin Village is famous for the houses and churches of the 

Christian clergymen. Drive to the Pigeon Valley for lunch. Visit Kaymakli underground city where early Christians lived in fear and faith. On the way back visit the natural castles at Ortahisar and Greek 

village of Mustafapasa. 

 

Day 3: CAPPADOCIA ANKARA / ISTANBUL 

Derinkuyu Underground city to visit the huge refugee settlement carved by early Christians, where they could hide from persecutors. From Derinkuyu continue to hte beautiful valley of Ihlara, formerly 

known as Peristerema. Explore the famous rock-cut churches and hike 4 km through the valley. On the way back, visit the monasteries in Selime village and 13th century Caravansary built by Selcuk 

Turks on the silk Road. Transfer to airport.  

This tour may start from Ankara. Visiting anatolian civilizations (Hittite) Museum, Mausoleum of Ataturk 

€ 345.- pp  including: 

Istanbul /Ankara / Istanbul air tickets, economy class 

All airport transfers in Istanbul, Kayseri and Ankara airports, 

English speaking assistance during all tours and transfers, 

Museum and site entrance tickets,  

2 lunches during tours, 

2 Dinners at hotels 

2 nights Hotel accommodation at 4**** Hotel in Cappadocia, Perissia Hotel or similar  

Supplement for a single room is € 90  for 2 nights 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ROUNDTRIP  PACKAGE                         Tour Code: IST/DCT: 3440 

40. CAPPADOCIA, KONYA, PAMUKKALE, APHRODISIAS, EPHESUS, IZMIR TOUR                 4 Nights Tour - Lunch 

Day 1, Ankara / Cappadocia: Tour starts in the morning from the hotel or from the airport. Visit the Hittite Museum and Mausoleum of Ataturk. After lunch drive to Cappadocia, Dinner & overnight in 

Cappadocia. 

Day 2, Cappadocia: Breakfast at the hotel, morning visit to the underground city of Kaymakli & Citadel of Uchisar. After lunch continue with the valley of "Goreme" open air museum. The last sites will 

be Pasabag valley and Avanos. Return to the hotel for dinner & overnight in Capadocia. 

Day 3, Cappadocia / Konya / Pamukkale: Early departure for Konya. On the way visit the 13th century Selcuk Caravanserai "Sultanhan". The next stop will be Konya which is famous with Mevlana 

Museum and the Theological School of Whirling Dervishes. Lunch on route, drive to Pamukkale. 

Overnight in Pamukkale. 

Day 4, Pamukkale / Kusadasi: Breakfast and visit the ancient city of Hierapolis. The ruins of the biggest Necropolis Graveyard of the ancient world, Roman Barhs, Basilica and calcium cliffs. Drive to 

Aphrodisias. After lunch visit the Greco-Romen settlement which is remarkably well preserved. The ancient city is dedicated to the Goddess of Love, Aphrodite. Drive to Kusadasi, dinner and 

overnight. 

Day 5, Kusadasi / Izmir: After breakfast at the hotel drive to Selcuk and visit the House of Virgin Mary. Continue to Ephesus, the Roman Capital of Asia Minor. Visit ruins of Odeon, Hercules Gate, the 

temple of Hadrian, the magnificent library, Agore and fantastic Greco-Roman theatre. After lunch visit the Basilica of St. John drive to Izmir and transfer to hotels or airport. 

€ 455. -  pp, including enrance tickets, transportation guidance, Lunch. 

                     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                          TECHNICAL  DETAILS  

- Tour fees include transportation,guide,entrance fees and meals as mentioned. 

- Coutesy transfer from / to hotels included. 

- The prices for per person in €URO and Net Price Non commisionable. 

- Special price is available for 2 person. 

- Above Price is for Small Group Price, Minimum attance Pax should be : 8 Pax, less then this number, please let us know for your Group.  

- Valid from 01.01.2015 untill 31.10.2015, after this date the rates can be change. 

- Tour Arrangements and Reservations by Istanbul Incoming Tours. 

 

NOT INCLUDING SERVICES / EXCLUDES 

Medical and accident insurance / Drinks / Tips / All personal natures 

PLEASE NOTICE !!!   CLOSED 
Spice bazaar on Sunday   -   Dolmabahce Palace on Monday & Thursday / Replaced with Imperial Yildiz - Park and Yildiz Porcelain factory / Rumeli Fortress on Monday 
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                                                                      AIRPORT – HOTEL TRANSFER  

Guests will be welcomed at the airport by our staff, with a personalised sign and directed to the waiting vehicles. 

Depending on traffic, transfer will take 30-50 minutes. 

  

 

Standard Sedan  Luxury Mercedes  Standard Minibus 

€ 95.- Seats 2 € 145.- Seats 2 € 80.- Seats 6 

   

Luxury Minibus  Luxury Midibus  Luxury Bus 

€100.- Seats 4 € 150,- Seats 20 € 285.- Seats 40 

 

 

 

Oldtimer Chevrolet Car  Boat Transfer Helicopter 

€ 200 .- Seats 3 € 375 ,- Seats 25 € 950 ,- Seats 3 

   

Limousine Car  ...................... Transfer ...................... Transfer 

€ 400 .- Seats 2 € 150 ,- Seats ..... € 500 ,- Seats ..... 

                                                       Baggage handling at the airport and at the hotel is not included 

 

 



 

                        IDEAS FOR ROOM GIRTS  -  WELCOME – CEREMONY - ENTERTAINMENT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Blue beads against evil eye Hand made ceramic plate Hamam Slippers 

From € 1 From € 25 From € 20 

  

 

Hard Cover Book  Istanbul Guide Book Coffee Mill 

From € 50 From € 7 From € 20 
 

 

 

 

Welcome Greeting Girl  Welcome Cocktail Welcome Roses 

From € 150 From € 14 From € 10 

 

  

Welcome Trio Music  Janissary Band Welcome Torchesmens 

From €550 From € 275 From € 250 

 
 

 

Music Orchester Table Dekoration Welcome Turkish Delight 

From € 1500 From € 75 From € 20 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Bellydancer Traditional Band Pupating Dance 

From € 125 From € 150 From € 85 

   

Whirling Derwishes DJ – Light - Sound Stages 

From € 350 From € 650 From € 1500 

 
  

Blue Eyes Iznik Fayenzen Tea Glass Set 

From € 5 From € 20 From € 20 

  

 

Backgammon - Tavla Bath/Shower Set Olive Oil 

From € 15 From € 18 From € 20 

  

 

Spices Set Tea Mix Set ............................. 

From € 10 From € 10 From € ..... 

 

 

 

              TECHNICAL  DETAILS  

Above Excursions rates 

RATES are valid for 2015  (01.01.2015  untill  31.10.2015).  

VAT at 18 % is included in all rates. 

CURRENCY: Unless otherwise stated, all rates are in € 

(Euros) 

SERVICE CHARGES are included in all rates. 



                                               ISTANBUL  DAILY CITY TOURS 

 

                                                                  
 

Imperial Istanbul Classical Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT  -  3401 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Saint Sophia, Blue Mosque, Islamic Art 
Museum, Hippodrome, Egyptian Bazaar, 
German Fountain, Underground cistern, Grand 
Bazaar. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

38  €uro 95  €uro 75  €uro 65  €uro 
 

Ottoman Splendours Wonders Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3402 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Topkapi Palace, Baghdad Kiosk, Harem, 
Suleymaniye Mosque, Golden Horn. 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

42  €uro 95  €uro 75  €uro 65  €uro 
 

  Grand Classical Highlights Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3403 Full Day Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Hippodrome, Galata Bridge, Sultanahmet, Blue 
Mosque, Topkapi Palace, Grand Bazaar. 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

58  €uro 115  €uro 105 €uro 99  €uro 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Dolmabahce Palace+Camlıca Hill Tour  

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3404 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Dolmabahce Palace, Bosphorus, Camlica Hill. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

43  €uro 95  €uro 75 €uro 65  €uro 
 

Prince’s Islands Tour 

 

Tour Cod Duration 

IST/DCT -  3405 Fullday  

Tour Visits: 
Prince‟s Islands, Grand Island. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

56  €uro 185  €uro 149 €uro 115 €uro 
 

  Morning Bosphorus Cruise Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3406 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Sariyer, Rumeli Hisari, Anadolu Hisari, 
Bosphorus, Spice Market. 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

37  €uro 85  €uro 70  €uro  65  €uro 
 



 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Bosphorus Dinner Cruise Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3407 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Sariyer, Rumeli Hisari, Anadolu Hisari, 
Bosphorus, Spice Market. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

89  €uro 140  €uro 125 €uro 105  €uro 
 

Two Continents Europe-Asia Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3408 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Bosphorus Bridge, Camlica Hill, Prince‟s 
Islands, Ottoman Palace. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

44  €uro 95  €uro 75  €uro 65  €uro 
 

  Bosphorus Two Conttinents Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3409 Full Day 

Tour Visits: 
Combination of: Tour 6 and 8. 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

44  €uro 125  €uro 105 €uro 99 €uro 
 

   Bosphorus Cruise-Sadberk Museum 

  

Tour Coe Duration 

IST/DCT -  3410 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Europe, Asia, Spice Market, Bosphorus, 
Dolmabahce Palace, Beylerbeyi, Sadberk 
Hanim Museum. 
 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

45  €uro 125  €uro 115 €uro 99  €uro 
 

Bosphorus By Night-Lux Cruise 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3411 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Europe, Asia, Ottoman Summerhouses, 
Bosphorus, Ciragan Palace, dolmabahce 
Palace, Beylerbeyi Palace, Kanlica, Anatolian 
Fortress, Turkish cuisine, Belley Dancers, 
Anatolian Folk Dancers, Turkish singers, 
Yeditepe Hill. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Dinner. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

77  €uro 155  €uro 135 €uro 115 €uro 
 

  Istanbul By Night Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3412 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Night club, Turkish Music, Folk Dance Group, 
Belly Dancers. 
 
 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Dinner. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

55 €uro 125  €uro 110 €uro 99  €uro 
 



 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Minia Turk – Minia City Tour   

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3413 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Miniaturk, Miniature . 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

35  €uro 99  €uro 85  €uro 75  €uro 
 

             1001 Nights Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3414 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Turkish Dishes, Soft drinks, Anatolian Civilation 
ataloian Folk Dances, Turkish singer. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Dinner. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

60  €uro 145 €uro 125 €uro 105 €uro 
 

  Whirling Derwishes Dream 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3415 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Turkish Dishes, Sof drinks, Whirling Derwishes 
Group, Derwishes Ceremony. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Dinner. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

50  €uro 145  €uro 125 €uro 100  €uro 
 

              Disco Entertainment Tour   

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3416 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Istanbul Nightlife  - Sortie or Reina. 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Entrance Ticket, 1 Soft Drink, Show 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

83  €uro 170  €uro 125 €uro 105  €uro 
 

      Shopping a la Ottoman Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3417 Half day 

Tour Visits: 
Grand Bazaar, Egyptian Bazaar. 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

30  €uro 120  €uro 99  €uro 79  €uro 
 

  Modern Time Shopping Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3418 Full Day 

Tour Visits: 
Akmerkez, Kanyon, Metro City, Grand Cevahir, 
Osmanbey, Beyoglu, Nisantasi, Park Orman 
Maslak. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Otoparks, Lunch. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

45  €uro 145  €uro 105 €uro 95  €uro 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Turkish Bath Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3419 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Turkish Bath, Massage. 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

35  €uro 145  €uro 125 €uro 89  €uro 
 

Dining: Kumkapi Tour  

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3420 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Kumkapi Fish Restaurant, Belly Dancers, 
Music. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding,Dinner. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

45  €uro 105 €uro 90  €uro 79  €uro 
 

  Dining: Orient House Tour  

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3421 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Orient House Night club, Belly dancers, Soft 
Drink, folk dancers, Turkish Music, Singers. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Dinner. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

50  €uro 165 €uro 119 €uro 99 €uro 
 

              Dining: Sarnic Restaurant  

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3422 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Sarnic Restaurant, Turkish Music, Dinner. 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Dinner 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

50  €uro 109  €uro 89  €uro 75  €uro 
 

                Green Bursa Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3423 Long Day Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Green Mosque, Green Tomb, Great Mosque, 
Green Mausoleum, Koza Hani, Cumalikazik, 
Uludag, Olympos, Teleferic. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

85  €uro 245  €uro 189 €uro 175 €uro 
 

      Troy-Gallipoli Anzac Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3424 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Dardanelles, Gallipoli, Anzac cove, Pine 
Memorieal, Chunk Bair,  Troja Horse. 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

99   €uro 299  €uro 245 €uro 220 €uro 
 



 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Ephesus Virgin Marry House Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3425 Long Day Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Ephesus, Virgin Marry House, ephesus, 
Tamples, Hadrians, Celsus Libriary, 
Gymnasium, Agora, St John 
BasilicaArchaelogical Museum. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch, 
Domestic flight (IST-ADB-IST) 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

135 €uro 375 €uro 315 €uro 299 €uro 
 

            Pergamum Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3426 Long Day Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Pergamum, Acropolis, Trojan Athena, 
Dionysos, Temples, Zeus, Gymnasium, 
Odeon. 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch, 
Domestic Flight (IST-ADB-IST) 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

135  €uro 375 €uro 315 €uro 299 €uro 
 

  Pamukkale-Hierapolis Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3427 Long day Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Pamukkale, Necropolis, Roman Baths, 
Aphrodisias, Archaelogical Museum. 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket,Lunch, 
Domestic Flight (IST-ADB-IST). 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

175 €uro 450 €uro 399 €uro 329 €uro 
 

                    Cappadocia Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3428 2 Nights/3 Days 

Tour Visits: 
Cappadocia, Pasabag, Avanos, Goreme 
Museum, Red Valley, Gulludere Valley, 
Cavusin Village, Pigeon Valley, Kaymakli 
Underground, Ortahisar, Mustafapasa, 
Derinkuyu, Ihlara Valley, Selimiye Village, 
Caravanserail, Anatolian Civilization. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, HB 
Accomodation, Breakfast Dinner, Domestic 
Flights (IST-Kayseri) (ANK-IST) 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

245 €uro 575 €uro 515 €uro 499 €uro 
 

Istanbul Forum Magic Ice-Aquarium 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3429 Full Day 

Tour Visits: 
Istanbul Forum Shopping Center, Magic Ice 
Museum, Aquarium Museum. 
 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Entrance Ticket, Lunch. 
 

 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

49  €uro 165  €uro 119 €uro 99 €uro 
 

                Paint Ball Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3430 Half Day  

Tour Visits: 
Paintball Game 2 Times, Dresses, 100 Balls, 
Gun. 
 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch. 
 

 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

50 €uro 175 €uro 125 €uro 105 €uro 
 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      ATV Motor 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3431 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
ATV Motor. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch, Grill Party 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

65 €uro 199 €uro 145 €uro 105 €uro 
 

     HELICOPTER Istanbul Tour 

 

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3432 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Helicopter Tour. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding. 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

199  €uro 359 €uro 275 €uro 225 €uro 
 

         AGVA-SILE  Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3433 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Agva, Sile, Restaurant, Lunch. 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch, Canal Tour,Grill 
Party 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

65 €uro 125 €uro 99 €uro 89 €uro 
 

                  Aquapark Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3434 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Aquapark. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch,Entrance fees 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

50  €uro 135 €uro 105 €uro 99  €uro 
 

           Dolphin Aqua Club Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3435 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Dolphn show, Auqapark. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch, Entrance fees 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

50  €uro 135  €uro 105 €uro 99 €uro 
 

                  Horse Riding Tour 

  

Tour Code Duration 

IST/DCT -  3436 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Horse riding. 
 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

55 €uro 155 €uro 115 €uro 95  €uro 
 

                  GO Card Race Tour 

  

Tour Code Duratin 

IST/DCT -  3437 Half Day 

Tour Visits: 
Go Card Race. 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Guiding, Lunch,Entrance fees 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

75  €uro 165 €uro 145 €uro 125  €uro 
 

           Play Show Night Club Tour 

  

Tour Cod Duration 

IST/DCT -  3438 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Night Club 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Entrance fees, 1 Soft Drink 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

65  €uro 150  €uro 95 €uro 85 €uro 
 

                      MOONLIGHT Tour 

  

TourCode Duration 

IST/DCT -  3439 Night Tour 

Tour Visits: 
Bosphorus by Night, Turkish Music, Dancers 
Tour Include Services 
Transfer, Entrance fees, 1 Soft Drink,Dinner 

Regular Private 
1 Pax 

Private 
2 Pax 

Private 
3 Pax 

65  €uro 125  €uro 95 €uro 85 €uro 
 



 

 

SHOPPING TOUR WEEKEND SUNSHINE 

 

 

                                                                                    

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

Day 1 

Meeting in the hotel lobby 
Hagia Sophia Mosque 
Topkapi Palace  
Lunch 
Basilica Cistern 
Blue Mosque 
Grand Bazaar 

Day 2 

Meeting in the hotel lobby 
1453 Fetih Museum 
Turkuazoo Giant Aquarium 
Forum Shopping Mall in Istanbul 
Lunch Pierre Loti Hill 

Miniaturk 
Eyup Sultan Mosque 

Day 3 

Meeting in the hotel lobby 
Spice Bazaar 
Bosphorus Cruise Tour 
Taksim Square 
Istiklal Avenue 

Professionel Guide 
Transportation 
Security 

 
Please contact for alternative rours 

 

http://albinastarstour.com/en/tour-details.asp?Id=25&catname=Shopping%20Tours


 

                                     ISTANBUL SHOPPING  PACKAGES TOURS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Weekend Shopping 

  

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP01 2 Nights / 3 Days 

City Name                      Hotel Name 
Istanbul                          Aquarium Hotel 4* 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

123 €uro 69 €uro 108 €uro 25 €uro 
 

         Shopping a La Carte 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP02 2 Nights / 3 Days 

City Name                      Hotel Name 
Istanbul                          Orient Hotel 3* 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

94 €uro 49 €uro 78 €uro 32 €uro 
 

       Istanbul Shopping - 1 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP03 2 Nights / 3 Days 

City Name                      Hotel Name 
Istanbul                          Grand Yavuz Hotel 4* 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

98 €uro 76 €uro 91 €uro 26 €uro 
 

         Shopping Promotion - 1 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP07 3 Nights / 4 Days 

City Name                      Hotel Name 
Istanbul                          Atlantis Hotel 4* 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

177 €uro 65 €uro 139 €uro 39 €uro 
 

         Istanbul Shopping - 2 

   

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP04 2 Nights / 3 Days 

City Name                      Hotel Name 
Istanbul                          Cartoon Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

156 €uro 80 €uro 135 €uro 49 €uro 
 

         Istanbul Shopping - 3 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP05 3 Nights / 4 Days 

City Name                   Hotel Name 
Istanbul                        Atakoy Marina Hotel 3* 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

215 €uro 98 €uro 185 
€uro 

49 €uro 

 

       Istanbul Shopping - 4 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/SHOP06 4 Nights / 5 Days 

City Name                      Hotel Name 
Istanbul                          Orient Hotel 3* 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Guide, 
Entrance fees. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

169 €uro 75 €uro 119 €uro 59 €uro 
 

http://b.emarketing-powered-by-euromessage.com/ct/ctv2.asp?LID=E1CD39369D774EDFAA6582FD7BE10BD2&RID=01A5C9D0A24642A5826FC59FDD16FEAF
http://b.emarketing-powered-by-euromessage.com/ct/ctv2.asp?LID=E1CD39369D774EDFAA6582FD7BE10BD2&RID=01A5C9D0A24642A5826FC59FDD16FEAF


                                                 INTERNET ONLINE BOOKING 

                 Turquia Express 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL01 7 Nights / 8 Days 

City Name               Hotel Name 
Istanbul                   Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
Ankara                    Ic Kale Hotel 
Cappadocia            Perissia Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, domestic Flights. 
 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Istanbul-Izmir / Kayseri-Istanbul  
 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

847 €uro 213 €uro 766 €uro 90 €uro 
 

          Esencias de Turquia 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL02 10 Nights/11 Days 

City Name                    Hotel Name 
Istanbul                        Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
Cappadocia                  Perissia Hotel 4* 
Pamukkale                   Lycus River Hotel 4* 
Kusadasi Hotel             Tatlises Hotel 4* 
Canakkale                    Akol Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation. 
 
 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

889 €uro 312 €uro 803 €uro 120 €uro 
 

           Especial Cappadocia-1 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL03 7 Nights / 8 Days 

City Name                Hotel Name 
Istanbul                    Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
Cappadocia             Perissia Hotel 4* 
 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Domestic 
Flight. 
 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Istanbul/Ankara   -  Kayseri/Istanbul  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

773 €uro 274 €uro 709 €uro  120  
€uro 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Lo Mejor de Turquia 

 

Tour Code Dratio 

AT/ONL04 7 Nights / 8 Days 

City Name               Hotel Name 
Istanbul                   Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
Cappadocia            Perissia Hotel 4* 
Pamukkale             Lycus River Hotel 4* 
Kusadasi                Tatlises Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Domestic 
Flights. 
 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Izmir-Istanbul  
 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

876  €uro 239  €uro 785  €uro 99 €uro 
 

          Escapada a Estambul 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL05 3 Nights/4 Days 

City Name                    Hotel Name 
Istanbul                        Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
 
 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

276 €uro 132 €uro 228 €uro 81 €uro 
 

         Todo Turquia + Crucero 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL06 14 Nights/15 Days 

City Name                Hotel Name 
Istanbul                    Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
Cappadocia             Dedeman Hotel 4* 
Pamukkale              Lycus River Hotel 4* 
Kusadasi                 Tatlises Hotel 4* 
Cruise                      Bodrum-Bodrum 7 Nights 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Domestic 
Flight, Blue voyage. 
 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Bodrum-Istanbul  
 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

1265 €uro 450 €uro 1185 
€uro  

69  €uro 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Mini Cappadocia 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL07 3 Nights / 4 Days 

City Name               Hotel Name 
Istanbul                   Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
Cappadocia            Perissia Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Domestic 
Flights. 
 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Istanbul/Kayseri     -    Kayseri/Istanbul  
 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

538  €uro 122  €uro 514  €uro 65 €uro 
 

          Estambulisima 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL08 3 Nights/4 Days 

City Name                    Hotel Name 
Istanbul                    President Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Tours, 
Lunches. 

 

 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

263 €uro 117 €uro 215 €uro 93 €uro 
 

      Especial Capadocia-2 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL09 7 Nights/8 Days 

City Name                Hotel Name 
Istanbul                    President Hotel 4* 
Capadocia               Perissia Hotel 4* 
Ankara                     Ickale Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation,Tours, 
Lunches, Domestic Flights. 

 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Kayseri/Istanbul 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

718 €uro 270 €uro 646 €uro 132 €uro 
 

             Gran Triagulo Turco 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL10 10 Nights /11Days 

City Name               Hotel Name 
Istanbul                    Zurich Hotel 4* 
Bursa                       Holiday Inn 4* 
Pamukkale              Lycus River Hotel 4* 
Kusadasi                 Tatlises Hotel 4* 
Pamukkale              Pam Hotel 4* 
Capadocia              Dedeman Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Tours. 

 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

692  €uro 624  €uro 621  €uro 35  €uro 
 

          Lo Mejor de Turquia 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/ONL11 7 Nights/8 Days 

City Name               Hotel Name 
Istanbul                   President Hotel 4* 
Ankara                    Ickale Hotel 4* 
Capadocia              Perissia Hotel 4* 
Pamukkale              Lycus River Hotel 4* 
Kusadasi                 Tatlises Hotel 4* 
 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation, Tours. 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

643 €uro 528 €uro 560 €uro 40 €uro 
 

      Capadocia En Breve 

 

Tour Code Duration 

AT/CLS-A 8 Nights/9 Days 

City Name                Hotel Name 
Istanbul                    President Hotel 4* 
Cappadocia             Perissia Hotel4* 
Istanbul                   Barcelo Saray Hotel 4* 
 
 
Tour Include Services 
Airport Transfer, Accomodation,Tours. 
 
Domestic Flight Ticket 
Istanbul/Kayseri     -    Kayseri/Istanbul 

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

630 €uro 178 €uro 599 €uro 73 €uro 
 



 

                 SPECIAL PROMOTION ISTANBUL SHOPPING  PACKAGES TOURS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  ISTANBUL WEEKEND SHOPPING 

                     
2 Nights / 3 Days 

             5*: 128,00 €uro 

             4*:   90,00 €uro 

             3*:   69,00 €uro 

    ISTANBUL SHOPPING A La Carte 

                     
2 Nights / 3 Days 

        Hostel 1: 53,00 €uro 

        Hostel 2: 46,00 €uro 

        Hostel 3: 27,00 €uro 

                    SHOPPING FEST: 1 

                     
1 Night / 2 Days 

             5*: 71,00 €uro 

             4*: 41,00 €uro 

             3*: 37,00 €uro 

                  SHOPPING  FEST:  2 

                     
2 Nights / 3 Days 

             5*: 127,00 €uro 

             4*:   67,00 €uro 

             3*:   58,00 €uro 

                    SHOPPING FEST: 3 

                     
3 Nights / 4 Days 

             5*: 182,00 €uro 

             4*:   93,00 €uro 

             3*:   79,00 €uro 

                    SHOPPING FEST: 4 

 
                     4 Nights / 5 Days 

             5*: 265,00 €uro 

             4*: 147,00 €uro 

             3*: 129,00 €uro 

Economic: 103,00 €uro 

ISTANBUL WEEKEND REMEMBER 

                    
1 Night / 2 Days 

             5*: 61,00 €uro 

             4*: 42,00 €uro 

             3*: 29,00 €uro 

                ISTANBUL DELIGHT 

 
                  3 Nights / 4 Days 

             5*: 158,00 €uro 

             4*: 116,00 €uro 

             3*:   93,00 €uro 

          DIAMOND  &  HIGHLIGHTS 

                     
4 Nights / 5 Days 

             5*: 153,00 €uro 

             4*: 136,00 €uro 

             3*: 102,00 €uro 

     STAY 3 NIGHTS / PAY 2 NIGHTS 

                     
2 Nights / 3 Days 

             5*: 155,00 €uro 

             4*:   90,00 €uro 

             3*:   64,00 €uro 

     0NLY 99 €URO ISTANBUL TOUR 

                     2 Nights / 3 Days 

             5*: 70,00 €uro 

             4*: 53,00 €uro 

             3*: 47,00 €uro 

                        BUY 1 – GET 1 

                     
2 Nights / 3 Days 

             5*: 128,00 €uro 

             4*:   74,00 €uro 

             3*:   68,00 €uro 

      TURKISH   FLYING   CARPET 

Istanbul,Ankara,Cappadocia,Konya 

Antalya,Pamukkale,Kusadasi,Bursa 

                     9 Nights / 10 Days 

             4*: 468,00 €uro 

             3*: 444,00 €uro 

 

             CAPPADOCIA  DREAMS 

                     
2 Nights / 3 Days 

             5*: 158,00 €uro 

             4*: 111,00 €uro 

 



 

                                                 ISTANBUL   HOTELS   RATES 

 

                 DEDEMAN HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Mecidiyekoy 5  

                http://www.dedeman.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

79,00 € 58,00 € 37,00 € 28,00 € 
 

           TITANIC PORT HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Bakirkoy 5  

                http://www.titanic.com.tr     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

69,00 € 59,00 € 39,00 € 29,00 € 
 

           SURMELI HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Gayrettepe 5  

                http://www.surmelihotels.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

65,00 € 55,00 € 50,00 € 28,00 € 
 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

   ORTAKOY PRINCESS  HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Ortakoy 5  

                http://www.ortakoyprincess.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

77,00 € 57,00 € 55,00 € 25,00 € 
 

         HOLIDAY INN TOPKAPI 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Topkapi 5  

                http://www.hiistanbulcity.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

69,00 € 59,00 € 55,00 € 22,00 € 
 

      GRAND CEVAHIR HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sisli 5  

                http://www.gch.com.tr    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

66,00 € 56,00 € 48,00 € 26,00 € 
 

      BARCELO SARAY HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Beyazit 4  

                http://www.barcelo.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

52,00 € 45,00 € 39,00 € 25,00 € 
 

             EURO PLAZA HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Tepebasi 4  

                http://www.europlazahotel.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

40,00 € 29,00 € 33,00 € 20,00 € 
 

          AQUARIUM HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sultanahmet 4  

   http://www.aquariumhotelistanbul.com    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

29,00 € 21,00 € 25,00 € 19,00 € 
 

http://www.dedeman.com/
http://www.titanic.com.tr/
http://www.surmelihotels.com/
http://www.ortakoyprincess.com/
http://www.hiistanbulcity.com/
http://www.gch.com.tr/
http://www.barcelo.com/
http://www.europlazahotel.com/
http://www.aquariumhotelistanbul.com/


 

 

                  ANTIK HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Beyazit 4  

                http://www.antikhotel.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

47,00 € 33,00 € 35,00 € 23,00 € 
 

         THE METROPOL HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sirkeci 4  

         http://www.themetropolhotel.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

34,00 € 24,00 € 27,00 € 19,00 € 
 

                PRESTIGE HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Laleli 4  

          http://www.hotelprestige.com.tr    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

36,00 € 19,00 € 33,00 € 15,00 € 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

                  LYON HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sehzadebasi 4  

         http://www.istanbullyonhotel.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

28,00 € 20,00 € 21,00 € 16,00 € 
 

         GRAND ANKA HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Findikzade 4  

               http://www.grandanka.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

38,00 € 29,00 € 19,00 € 21,00 € 
 

                CARTOON HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Taksim 4  

                http://www.cartoonhotel.com    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

45,00 € 39,00 € 29,00 € 22,00 € 
 

      GRAND ANATOLIA HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Yenikapi 3  

     http://www.grandanatoliahotel.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

35,00 € 22,00 € 30,00 € 19,00 € 
 

                RIVER HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Laleli 3  

         http://www.istanbulriverhotel.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

27,00 € 19,00 € 16,00 € 15,00 € 
 

         AKGUN LALELI HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Beyazit 3  

          http://www.akgunhotel.com.tr    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

38,00 € 29,00 € 25,00 € 18,00 € 
 

http://www.antikhotel.com/
http://www.themetropolhotel.com/
http://www.hotelprestige.com.tr/
http://www.istanbullyonhotel.com/
http://www.grandanka.com/
http://www.cartoonhotel.com/
http://www.grandanatoliahotel.com/
http://www.istanbulriverhotel.com/
http://www.akgunhotel.com.tr/


 

 

 

            BEYAZ KUGU HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sehzadebasi 3  

     http://www.hotelbeyazkugu.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

29,00 € 17,00 € 19,00 € 14,00 € 
 

                BUDO HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Laleli 3  

         http://www.budohotel.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

26,00 € 19,00 € 24,00 € 14,00 € 
 

         GRAND YAVUZ HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sultanahmet 3  

          http://www.grandyavuzhotel.com    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

38,00 € 31,00 € 35,00 € 18,00 € 
 

 

 

            PIANO FORTE HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Fatih 3  

     http://www.hotelpianoforte.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

22,00 € 17,00 € 15,00 € 14,00 € 
 

                TAYHAN HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Kumkapi 3  

         http://www.hotelkayhan.com     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

25,00 € 18,00 € 21,00 € 13,00 € 
 

         SUNLIGHT HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Cemberlitas 3  

          http://www.sedirhotels.com    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

28,00 € 19,00 € 24,00 € 15,00 € 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

            SUREYYA HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Laleli 2  

           http://www.hotelsureyya.com  

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

29,00 € 15,00 € 21,00 € 16,00 € 
 

                AKYILDIZ HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Aksaray 2  

         http://www.akyildizhotel.com.tr     

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

22,00 € 15,00 € 15,00 € 15,00 € 
 

                EMIN HOTEL 

 

LOCATION CATEGORY 

Sirkeci 3  

          http://www.eminhotel.com    

Per Pax in 
DBL Room 

SGL 
Supplement 

Add Bed Meal 

25,00 € 15,00 € 17,00 € 14,00 € 
 

http://www.hotelbeyazkugu.com/
http://www.budohotel.com/
http://www.grandyavuzhotel/
http://www.hotelpianoforte.com/
http://www.hotelkayhan.com/
http://www.sedirhotels.com/
http://www.hotelsureyya.com/
http://www.akyildizhotel.com.tr/
http://www.eminhotel.com/


 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Those who book a service through ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS are bound to be with the following as this constitutes full acceptance of these general terms and conditions by both our company and our esteemed 

clients/guests.This contract is made on the trms of these booking conditions, which are governed by English Law, and the jurisdiction of the English Courts. You may however, choose the law and jurisdiction of Scotland or 

Northern Ireland if you wish to do so.  

 

01- Tour Operator clients 

02- Tursab 

03- Oour Tours and Rates 

04-What your holiday price includes 

05-What your holiday price does not includes 

06- The Validity of the Prices 

07- Guaranteed (Seat-In-Coach) Tours Policy 

08- Minimum Person Requirement / Single Occupancy 

09- The Sequence of the Visits 

10- Luggage Allowance 

11- Exclusions on Our Services 

12- Your Financial Protection 

13- Booking Requirements 

14- Children Policy 

15- Smoking Policy 

16- Payments 

17- Holiday Price 

18- Deposit and Final Payment 

19- Credit Card 

20- Changes 

21- Vouchers 

22- Local Services & Conditions 

23- Receive Tour Documents 

24- Pick Up / Drop-Off Issues 

25- Availability Issues 

26- Early Check-In/Out Requirements 

27- Airport Arrival Issues 

28- Missed Connected Flights 

29- Air Tickets  

30- Airline Clause 

31- Hotel Rates  

32- Passport and Visas 

33- Health 

34- Right to Refuse 

35- Lost and Left Items 

36- Our Liability  

37- Broshure 

38- Cancellation Policy 

39- Refund 

40- Reductions 

41- Revision Fees 

42- Services for the Handicapped People 

43- Passengers with Disabilities 

44- Any type of Group can be Accomodated 

45- Cruise Groups 

46- Destinations 

47- Closures 

48- Complimentary Airport Transfer Services by the Hotels 

49- Transport & Transfer 

50- Unused Services 

51- Meeting Point 

52- Baby Seat Availability 

53- Young Tour Participants 

54- The Disputes(Complaints) 

55- Copyright 

56- Responsibility 

57- Data Protection Statement 

58- Air Licences 

59- Obtain a Quote 

60- Receive your Quote 

61- Important 

62- Info 

63- Bank Details / Informations 

 



 

 
01-For Tour Operator Clients  / CONFIDENTIALITY  

This Tariff is strictly confidential and should in no way be used for comparison of prices with other parties 

02. Tursab:  
We are a Member of TURSAB, membership number 3006. We are obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by TURSAB. We can also offer you an arbitration scheme for the resolution of disputes arising 
out of, or in connection with this contract. Further information on the Code and arbitration can be found on TURSAB‟s website:  www.tursab.org.tr   

 

03-Our Tours and Rates: 

On our price lists there are two different rates as “regular / seat-in-coach” and “private” ones in €URO/€. The main difference between these two is that there might be some other participants as well in a regular tour 

whereas private tours are made without any others rather than the clients who have booked it. Though private tours are relatively more expensive they are more convenient and flexible for the people who are keen on 

their privacy. Due to the fact that our regular tours can be booked until the very last moment we can never give you the exact number of the tour participants when asked in advance. It is also nature of the regular tours 

to combine some different tours having the same itineraries and therefore the guides and vehicles may be replaced with others at the time of touring.  

On the price lists, the first column refers to “regular/seat-in-coach” rates while the rest are based on “private” ones and they are given on per person basis depending on the number of the participants. One 

person private rates do not include the single supplement fee and therefore is to be additionally charged. 

Our private rates are given for up to 9 persons and if there become 10 or more participants a special rate will be given. 

All the tax inclusive rates that are valid exclusively for those except Turkish citizens are given in American Dollar and are net without commission and valid between 01.01.2015 - 31.10.2015. €URO effective 

selling rate of the Central Bank on the tour commencement day is taken into consideration on our invoices. Departures are not guaranteed for the Turkish citizens who also hold the passports of the other 

countries as well as Indian, Pakistani and Middle East markets; please ask for this service in advance. Both regular and private rates quoted on this tariff will be surcharged 10% for the Indian, Pakistani 

and Middle East markets due to the operational complexities.  

All the tour rates include guidance in English (Private tours can be carried out on the required language), air-conditioned transportation and admission fees as specified on the itinerary, if otherwise noted. 

Depending on the situation we can use a guide who can also drive at the same time or a separate guide and a chauffeur. ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS reserves the right to make decision in this respect 

without informing the other parties. 

All of our minimum 2-day tour rates include accommodation at the designated hotels on the specified basis. However, we keep the right to change the hotels quoted under the tour details when necessary 

(Without any surcharge). If the hotel bookings are made by other parties than us only €15 per person/per night will be deducted from the total tour fee. 

 

The included meals on our tours are identified by letter codes in the tour descriptions as shown below. (However, all of our “private tours” are exclusive of lunch). 

(B) = Breakfast (L)= Lunch (D)= Dinner 

On our tours, no breakfast on the first day and no dinner on the last day are served unless otherwise noted. 

Daily tours' rates do not include airport pick-up and drop-off fees while two day or longer ones cover pick-ups and drop-offs from/at the airports. (However, no surcharge for the private tours except the in-city tours) 

Timings given for the daily tours are approximate ones and they are all subject to change. Pick-up times may vary depending on the number of the participants and hotel locations. 

For all the accommodation included tours there will be 2 % discount for the third person who shares the same room with other two persons. 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS provides every service a group may need, including (airline tickets, accommodations ranging from deluxe properties to budget hotels, pre-arranged meals, transportation, tour escorts, 

local guides or expert historians, tickets to concerts, theatre performances, and special events.   

 

04-What your holiday price includes: 

1. Return transport between resort airport and your chosen hotel as described  

2. Bed & Breakfast accomodation in every choosen Hotel (only Istanbul), and in anatolia or other cities Half Board basis.  

3. Assistance of a ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS representative or local agents services in Airport. 

4. Meal arrangements as specified in your invoice confirmation. 

5. Entrance Fees and Guidance Services 

6. Transportation in Non-smoking coaches. 
05-What your holiday price includes does not include: 

1. Holiday Insurance (Please make sure you are fully Insured) (only in Anatolia and while Round trips). 

2. Personal expenses for additional services such as excursions, drinks, laundry, sun loungers, air conditioning (where charge applicable), sport, leisure and Spa facilities, telephone calls, internet facilities, safe 
deposits, mini bars etc. and any other services not shown as being included or free. 

3. Flight supplements where applicable 

4. All payments made to us by Credit Cards are subject to a 8% surcharge. No surcharge is made for deposits on Package Holidays or payments by Debit Card or Money transfer to our account number. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tursab.org.tr/


 

 

06-The Validity of the Prices: 

While all care has been taken to ensure that all the quoted prices are correct, circumstances beyond the control of ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS may necessitate a change in the prices quoted. ISTANBUL 

INCOMING TOURS reserves the right to adjust the price of any travel arrangements at any time due to the increases in the cost of airfares, tours, exchange rate fluctuations, fuel surcharges, value added tax, etc. 

However, the quoted prices are guaranteed upon the receipt of full payment. Any further taxes to be imposed by the government further to the release of this Confidential Tariff may also cause the rates to change.  

When the updated tariff is released the previous versions expire. 

All the specific quotes/proposals submitted by our company are valid for 30 days after the release date. Such proposals will be considered void unless converted into a reservation within this 30-day period. 

07-Guaranteed (Seat-In-Coach) Tours Policy: 

Our guarantee is given only for the bookings requested until 7 days prior to the commencement of the services though we will still do our best to carry out all the requirements even if they are forwarded to us 

at the last moment. However, all the last minute booking requests forwarded within the last 7 days prior to the service commencement date need  to be confirmed by us. 

Guaranteed departures are valid in case the guests join the tour on the very first day of the tour. Demands for joining to these tours at a different date and location are needed to be confirmed by us as a private rate will 

be applied if there become no other participants on these tours. However, further to our confirmation, if the already available participants cancel the tour and consequently no more people join the regular tour then 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS keeps the right to cancel the arrangements for the clients who will join the tour at a different stage rather than the original commencement date or to charge on private basis.  

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS also keeps the right to cooperate with some other travel companies that have a similar tour, if a necessity arises. 

08-Minimum Person Requirement: 

Some tours are subject to minimum person requirement. They need to be confirmed by us in advance. However, after the further confirmation if the rest of the participants cancel the trip at a later time and consequently 

there becomes less participants than the guaranteed number, ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS reserves the right to cancel any tour. On the other hand, if a guaranteed departure is restricted to minimum 2 persons and 

there is only one single participating person then this tour is made only with private rates. Even if payment is made for total 2 persons in lieu of 1 single person this is not acceptable. 

09-The Sequence of the Visits: 

Though our guides show the utmost care to follow the itineraries in the same sequence there might be alterations in the sequence of the visits to the scheduled sites and no refund can be demanded for that reason 

unless any sites or museums are missed. On the other hand, some visits can be carried out in rush or skipped (though not a common practise on our itineraries) during the short winter months (December, January and 

February) at which sun sets early evening. 

10- Luggage Allowance  

Every participant on our tours are allowed maximum 2 bags weighing no more than 30 kgs (66 pounds). Extra luggage can be accepted only when there is enough space on our vehicles. However, if there is no 

sufficient space for the third bag ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS keeps the right to refuse the extra luggage. 

11-Exclusions on Our Services: 

Our rates do not include passport and visa charges, travel and medical health insurance (This is recommended to be obtained in the origin country), excess baggage, all items not specifically mentioned as being 

included, and all items of personal nature such as laundry, telephone and other communication costs, all the beverages also including bottled water, tea and coffee, meals not detailed in the itinerary, and gratuities. 

Tips to the guides and drivers are customary and are left to the discretion of the guests.   

12-Your Financial Protection: 

The Package Travel, Package Holidays and Tours Regulations 2015 require us to provide us to provide security for the monies that you pay for the package holidays booked from this brochure and for your repatriation 

in the event of our insolvency. When you buy an protected air holiday package (and/or flights from ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS you will receive Confirmation Invoice from us (or via our authorized agent through 

which you booked) confirming your arrangements and your protection under our Air Travel Organiser‟s Licence number 3006 

13-Booking Requirements: 

We will sincerely appreciate whether a non-smoking room and a twin bedded or a French bed room are preferred is advised at the time of the initial booking. The further requests in these regards might cause the 

hotels to overlook these details. Despite the fact that we will do our best to accommodate our guests accordingly we do not assume responsibility about these problems since some hotels may not offer such 

conveniences. 

Normally bookings should be made no later than 45 days prior to travel. Later bookings will require written verification from a ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS Agent and prices may vary as a result.. 

 

14-Children Policy: 

25 % discount is made for children between 03-10 years old while 0-2 years old ones are free on all the tours even if these tours are daily ones. (The discounts apply if the child shares the same room with their 

parents as the third person on the minimum two day lasting tours. If a twin room is booked for children at the hotels then no child discount is applied)  

Please note in some hotels third bed only available as a portable / extra bed in a standard room and the room may be cramped. Children paying child prices do not count as an adult when calculating the occupancy of 
the accommodation and must pay all applicable supplements. The relevant discount applicable at each hotel is shown at the bottom of each price panel. Children who occupy a separate room on their own will not be 
entitled to a reduction and no reduction will be given on flight supplements. There is a minimal charge for children under 2 years of age for their flight, but no seat is guaranteed by the airlines. Please note child must be 
less than 2 years of age on the date of the return flight. The cost of the provision of food and cots is payable directly to the hotel 

 

15-Smoking Policy: 

Smoking is strictly prohibited in the tour vehicles. However, frequent stops are made so that smoking breaks may be taken outside the vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

16-Payments: 

All the payments should be received in full 7 days (for individuals) and 45 days (for groups of 10 or more) prior to the service commencement date through one of the options stated below. No services are rendered 

unless full payment is received prior to the service commencement date and no responsibility is assumed against the travellers. 

The payments can be made through the following methods: 

1- You transfer to one of our account numbers the details of which can be obtained on request. 

All bank charges and fees need to be debited to the sender. 

2- By a credit card through VISA, MasterCard or American Express. You may be billed in Turkish Lira at the current exchange rate and therefore the €URO amount you authorize might be slightly different than 

quoted by you on your credit card statement report due to fluctuations on the currency rates and the conversion commissions that may be charged by your bank.   

€URO effective selling rate of the Central Bank on the tour commencement day is taken into consideration on our invoices. The pre-payments made in Turkish Lira should also reflect the €URO effective selling rate 

of the Central Bank on the payment date. 

17-Holiday Price: 

The balance of the price of your travel arrangements must be paid at least 8 weeks before your departure date. If the deposit and/or balance are not paid in time, we shall cancel your travel arrangements. If the balance 
is not paid in time we shall retain your deposit. All monies you pay to the travel agent are held by him on our behalf at all times. 

The price of your travel arrangements was calculated using exchange rates quoted in the Financial Times Guide to World Currencies on 14thApril 2015 in relation to the following currencies: Euro 2.8244/USD 2.6722.  

Changes in transportation costs, including the cost of fuel dues, taxes or fees chargeable for services such as landing taxes or embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports and airports and exchange rates mean that 
the price of your travel arrangements may change after you have booked. However there will be no change within 30 days of your departure. 

We will absorb and you will not be charged for any increase equivalent to 2% of the price of your travel arrangements, which excludes insurance premiums and any amendment charges. You will be charged for the 
amount over and above that, plus an administration charge of €1.00 per person together with an amount to cover agents‟ commission. If this means that you have to pay an increase of more than 10% of the price of 

your travel arrangements, you will have the option of accepting a change to another holiday if we are able to offer one (if this is of equivalent or higher quality you will not have to pay more but if it is of lower quality you 
will be refunded the difference in price), or cancelling and receiving a full refund of all monies paid, except for any amendment charges.  

Should the price of your holiday go down due to the changes mentioned above, by more than 2% of your holiday cost, then any refund due will be paid to you. However, please note that travel arrangements are not 

purchased in local currency apparent changes have no impact on the price of your travel due to contractual and other protection in place. 

 

18-Deposit and Final Payment 

Full payment is required 15 days prior to dient arrival. Failure to meet the payment schedule will cause cancellation of the booking unless authorization for later payment is made in writing from ISTANBUL INCOMING 

TOURS. (Some hotels and services may require an alternate payment schedule  which will be advised at the time of confirmation). 

Once you agree upon a quoted price and itinerary, we require a non-refunable 30% deposit per group to begin the booking process.  

If your booking includes air, we will advise you of the carries‟s additional deposit requirements at the time of confirmation and the additional deposits for the land arrangements. Deposits for land are refundable only if 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS is unable to confirm the services offered. Air and land service deposits may have additional restrictions. 

Prices are guaranteed upon receipt of final payment To avoid the possibility of a price increase due to these factors, we recommend submitting payment in full upon confirmation. 

19-Credit Card 

We accept cash, traveler checks and major credit cards. 

20-Changes 

If, after our confirmation invoice has been issued, you wish to change your travel arrangements in any way, for example your chosen departure date or accommodation, we will do our utmost to make these changes but 

it may not always be possible. Any request for changes to be made must be in writing from the person who made the booking or your travel agent. If we can make such changes you will be asked to pay an 

administration charge  of 15 %per person and any further cost we incur in making this alteration. The related change fees incurred by the hotels and airlines will also be additionally charged.You should be aware that 

these costs could increase the closer to the departure date that changes are made and you should contact us as soon as possible. Daparture dates can only be amended within the same season, otherwise normal 

cancellation will apply.  

Note: Certain travel arrangements and Airline Tickets may not be changeable after a reservation has been made or if tickets issued. Any alteration request could incur a cancellation charge of up to 100% of that part of 

the arrangements. 

 

First change on the requested services is free. Last minutes changes just prior to the service commencement date or at the time of implementation stage cause a lot of problems and extra expenses for us. However, 

we always do our best to assist to our esteemed clients to comply with their last minute requests. Any extra costs for such requests should be settled right away while any refunds can only be worked out at the 

conclusion of the services - 15 days later after the completion of the overall services. 

If we make a major change to your holiday, we will inform you or your travel agent as soon as reasonably possible if there is time before your departure. You will have the choice of either accepting the change of 
arrangements, accepting an offer of alternative travel arrangements of comparable standard from us if available (we will refund any price difference if the alternative is of a lower value), or cancelling your booked 
holiday and receiving a full refund of all monies paid. In all cases, except where the major change arises due to reasons of force majeure, we will pay compensation as detailed below:  

Up to 30 Days Loss of Deposit 30-56 Days 25% of Total Cost 
30-21 Days 20% of Total Cost  
21-10 Days 35% of Total Cost  
10-05 Days %60 of Total Cost 
05-03 Days %95 of Total Cost 
03-01 Days %100 of Total Cost. 

 

 



 

21-Vouchers 

If the tour operator issues its own vouchers, ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS may specify certain information be on the forms in order that the voucher be recognized by local suppliers. 

22. Local Services & Conditions:  

Our representatives have been chosen for their local knowledge of the area and will provide details of visits to classical sights, local places of interest and boat trips. Any local excursions, entertainment and other 
services you book and pay locally are not arranged by us; our local reps are only able to act as a booking agent for the organisers. If in any way you are disappointed with them; the matter needs to be dealt with on the 
spot through the local organisers in the resort. Any problems or claims for refund or compensation needs to be resolved while your holiday is in progress, as such items do not form part of your holiday contract with us. 
It is possible that you will share optional excursions with other tour operators and nationalities. Please remember that the operation and supervision of overseas transport, property and other services are subject to local 
laws, regulation standards and codes of practice of the individual country concerned. In other European countries, legal and safety restrictions may vary from the high standards that we are used to in the U.K. Public 
holidays and religious festivals may also affect the availability of the resort and hotel facilities. The relevant national tourist office can provide the details of such events and further information regarding your holiday to 
Turkey and Northern Cyprus. 

Our experience has shown that most ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS clients tend to be more independent and as we do not wish to invade your privacy, our representatives will not visit on a regular basis. Should you 

need to contact our local office for any reason, we provide all clients with the address and telephone number with your tickets and documentation prior to departure. 

 

23-Receive Tour Documents: 

Prior to departure you will receive a detailed itinerary with local contact information, and service vouchers. 

The itinerary and vouchers ar efor use by the group leader. 

24- Pick Up / Drop-Off Issues: 

At regular tours, as a general practise, pick up time on the tour commencement day is 08.30 at the airports and 09.30 at the cities. Those who arrive at the airport before 08.30 should wait until the pick-up time. 

Those who arrive in train station in Ankara should also wait until 09.30 for the other participants of the group. 

The general drop-off time is 16.30 at the cities and 17.30 at the airports on our regular (seat-in-coach) tours.  Those who are scheduled to fly on later flights can be taken to the airport around our routine times and 

no responsibility is assumed for the long waiting hours at the airports or train stations (We recommend private tours for such cases or drop-off plans at the city centers with a further extra transfer service) 

Regular tours are offered from only central city hotels and an additional transfer fee can be requested depending on the location of the hotels (For instance, airport hotels in Ankara and Istanbul, Asian side hotels in 

Istanbul as well as those located along the European bank of Bosphorus beyond the limits of the Bosphorus Bridge.  

All of our services are supplied between 08.00-18.00 within the day. If further services beyond these limits are required by the clients at the spot, ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS will charge this from them directly, 

unless confirmed and charged at an earlier stage. 

25-Availability Issues: 

We are asked from time to time whether there is any availability on a certain date at a certain hotel. Unless we make reservation with regards to this request availability can never be guaranteed. When we ask to the 

hotels about availability and they say the rooms are available this is valid only for that very moment. The rooms can be imminent to any others right away. Therefore, we strongly recommend to ask for reservation to 

guarantee the room as otherwise the availability at that moment does not guarantee the room even for the requests to be made in the following few hours. 

 

26-Early Check-In/Out Requirements: 

The hotels cannot confirm this until the very last moment as this opportunity is possible only in cases when the hotels are not fully booked on the night prior to check in date or the night after the check-out date. 

Therefore it is not possible for us to confirm this well in advance and should be checked through the hotel at the time of arrival. However, most of the hotels will be helpful on this issue as long as they are convenient 

while a few of them like Hilton Hotel, Barçelo Eresin Topkapı, Ciragan Kempinski Hotel, Four Seasons Hotel and some other deluxe hotels will require some extra payment. For your information, the general check-in 

and check-out times at the hotels are 14.00 and 11.00/12.00 respectively. 

27-Airport Arrival Issues: 

Due to the delays emerging from lost luggage problems in the planes or passport problems at the Customs ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS cannot be held responsible and the guests can be waited up to maximum 30 

minutes on the regular tours if some other participants are already awaiting in the tour vehicle. However, if there are no other participants awaiting or it is a private tour then our team will do their best to assist the 

problem to be settled.  

All the visa formalities at the arrived airports should be processed by our guests on their own since our staff is not allowed to access this point. 

 

Those who have lost luggage problems sometimes do not get through the Customs and inform our staff promptly about the case by just waiting inside for quite some time. Our staff is not allowed to get inside by the 

Customers authorities and therefore there is no chance for them to look for our guests. That there is nobody out could make our staff  think that our guests were not in the plane as all the other passengers of the same 

plane were already out. Therefore we kindly ask our guests to go out of the Customs and inform our staff that they are still awaiting inside due to the luggage problem before inquiring the issue as otherwise our staff 

can leave the terminal after having waited 30 minutes further to the leave of the last passenger of the same plane and no refund is given on such a case. 

As our transfer staff is not allowed to the point beyond the Customs our guests are supposed to deal with the luggage handling on their own. Once they proceed to the terminal meeting point they will be assisted 

properly. For the groups with more than 10 participants the portage will be paid by our transfer staff while individual travelers should settle this on their own. 

While our team is already awaiting at the airport, some guests may have difficulties from time to time in meeting them on arrival to the airports due to the extreme crowd despite their names are written on the boards 

that are held by our staff and  also due to the early landings of the planes. If the guests take a taxi to their hotel without extensively looking for our staff and calling our office promptly no refund will be given in case our 

staff is still at the airport. Similarly all the guests who arrive at the airport earlier than the scheduled time are supposed to contact our office as our staff arrives to the airport 15 minutes ago prior to the scheduled landing 

time of the planes. For the delayed flights our staff can wait up to maximum 2 hours. For further delays our guests are expected to take a taxi to their hotel without any refund from our side. However, if the delays are 

advised to us in advance then there is no problem at all as our transfer service will be amended accordingly.   

 

 

 



 

 

28-Missed Connected Flights: 

If the guests miss the connected domestic flights due to the late arrival of the international ones no responsibility is taken and all the extra costs are charged from the guests. Therefore short connection intervals 

between the international and domestic flights are at the risk of our guests. 

29-Air Tickets: 

We do not take responsibilty for the air tickets that are not issued by ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS and any reconfirmations or follow-ups should directly be handled by the guests themselves. We can also not be 

held responsible for the flight changes/cancellations incurred by the airlines. 

30-Airline Clause: 

We always consider the original departure schedule that is advised to us by our contacts. If the final departure details are different than what is given to us and we are not informed in this regard on timely manner we do 

not take responsibility for any inconvenience that may emerge on the airport transfer services. 

Concerned airlines and their agents and affiliates are not to be held responsible for any act, occurrence, or events during the time passengers are not on board their aircraft. The passenger ticket constitutes the sole 

contract between the airlines and purchaser of these tickets and/or passengers.  

31-Hotel Rates: 

We give the utmost care to provide our colleagues with the most updated and current hotel rates list. However, on some certain periods like New Year’s Eve, Religious and National Festivals, Conventions, 

International Competitions, Special Anniversaries, etc. almost all the hotels apply surcharge. Therefore, ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS keeps the right to revise the quoted hotel rates list at the time of booking. 

However, once the bookings are confirmed with their specific rates, no further charges are applied. Some of the blackout dates in Istanbul in 2015 

32-Passport & Visas: 

All the participants must have a valid passport for at least three (3) months with the appropriate tourist visa for the destination and/or transit country. It is the responsibility of the passenger to have the necessary documentation in their 

possession before travelling. Consult the appropriate consulate(s) for information on passport requirements. If the participant is unable to be on the trip or its part due to the absence of the documents required, he/she is obliged to 

cover any costs involved at his own expense. 

We do no eccept any responsibility if you cannot travel because, you have not complied with any passport, visa or immigration requirements.  

Please contact the destination countries nearest consulate for updated details on visa requirements.  

 At the time of printing our brochure, British Visitors need an entry visa for Turkey only and €15.00 per person is payable on arrival at the airport. Please note that Scottish and Irish notes, coins, cheques or credit cards 

will not be accepted and no change will be given. No Visa Required for North Cyprus. 

Please contact the destination countries nearest consulate for updated details on visa requirements 

33-Health: 

Health facilities, disease and hygiene risks vary worldwide. You should take health advice about your specific needs as early as possible. As health advice changes continuously for up to date information, immunisation 
and health matters you are advised to consult your doctor.  

 

34-Right to Refuse: 

We reserve the right, upon reasonable grounds, to refuse any passenger any part of the tour services, the right to decline to accept or retain any person as a tour participant, should such person‟ s health, mental or 

physical condition (or the person‟s general conduct) impede the operation of the tour and/or the rights, welfare or enjoyment of other tour participants. In such cases, our (or our agents‟) responsibility, if any, will be 

limited to the refund of costs for any unused tour services. 

35-Lost and Left Items: 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS assumes no responsibility for the lost and left items at the time of the tours. However, if anything is returned to us by the hotels and the other related parties we can ship these items on 

to the required addresses. Then, the full shipment fee is charged by us prior to the shipment of the item. For the credit card payments, a convenience fee of 2.5% of the shipment fee is added on to the total charges . 

We regretfully do not accept payments on the destination. 

36- Our Liability: 

If the contract we have with you is not performed or is improperly performed by us or our suppliers we will pay you appropriate compensation if this has affected the enjoyment of your travel arrangements. However we 

will not be liable where any failure in the performance of the contract is due to: you; or a third party unconnected with the provision of the travel arrangements and where the failure is unforeseeable or unavoidable; or 

unusual and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided even if all due care had been exercised; or an event which we or our suppliers, even with all due 

care, could not foresee or forestall. 

Our liability, except in cases involving death, injury or illness, shall be limited to a maximum of three times the cost of your travel arrangements. Our liability will also be limited in accordance with and/or in an identical 
manner to 

a) The contractual terms of the companies that provides the transportation for your travel arrangements. These terms are incorporated into this contract; and  

(b) Any relevant international convention, for example the Montreal Convention in respect of travel by air, the Athens Convention in respect of travel by sea, the Berne Convention in respect of travel by rail and the 
Paris Convention in respect of the provision of accommodation, which limit the amount of compensation that you can claim for death, injury, delay to passengers and loss, damage and delay to luggage. We are to be 
regarded as having all benefit of any limitation of compensation contained in these or any conventions. 
You can ask for copies of the transport companies‟ contractual terms, or the international conventions, from our offices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

37- Broshure 

This brochure is our responsibility, as we are your tour operator. It is not issued on behalf of, and does not commit the airlines mentioned herein or any airline whose services are used in the course of your travel 
arrangements. Every care was taken in ensuring that the information in the brochure is correct at the time of the publication. However, some minor alteration may arise and in such cases if we are forewarned we will 
make every effort to advise you as soon as reasonably possible. 

This brochure was printed in August  2014 and valid between „January 2015’ to’ November  2015 
 

38-Cancellation Policy: 

The notice of cancellations by participants should be given in writing, and all such cancellations will be effective on the date the written notification is received. 

In the event of cancellation by a participant sharing same accommodation, the rate charged to the remaining participant will have to be increased to the “Single Occupancy” rate, unless we can arrange for a Shared 

Accommodation. 

Cancellation fees / charges are agreed to be “Liquidated Damages”, and not a penalty. Deposit towards a tour constitutes full acceptance of these “General Terms & Conditions” and to the Cancellation Policy. 

The Cancellation Fees, in addition to any applicable Airline Penalties, are as follows: 

 If a booking is cancelled more than 30 days prior to the scheduled departure, full payment (less €25 per person cancellation processing fee) shall be refunded upon receipt of the cancellation notice. 

 If cancelled 21 to 30 days prior to departure, the cancellation fee shall be 20% of the total cost 

 If cancelled 11 to 20 days prior to departure, the cancellation fee shall be 35% of the total cost 

 If cancelled 2 to 10 days prior to departure, or thereafter, the cancellation fee shall be 60% of the total cost 

 If later cancellations or no shows, the cancellation fee shall be 95% of the Total cost. 

 Since tour rates are based on group participation / or minimum person requirements, NO REFUNDS can be made for any services or any part of the program not used, for the cancellations made within the last 48 
hours prior to the service commencement date. 

 Some hotels may also charge cancellation fee for the bookings cancelled within the last 30-45 days prior to the check-in date. If such a remark is noted on our confirmation sheet this hotel fee will also be 
charged in full regardless what is standing above.  

 If the cancellations are made due to the obligatory reasons like force-majeure situations beyond the control of the participants our company can be flexible on this issue as to charge only the expenses imposed on to us 
by the third parties or may waive any of the cancellation charges depending on the situation. 

 Any additional cancellation fees imposed by suppliers and hotels will be passed along to you. 

 Air cancellation penalties vary by airline and will be advised at the time of travel. 
 

 

39-Refunds: 

All requests for refunds must be made in writing through ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS within seven days after completing travel. Once travel begins, any changes made by the traveler are the responsibility of the 

traveler and must be paid for on the spot. Once travel has begun, no refunds can be made for unused portions of any tour or service. 

40-Reductions: 

Description Hotels Escorted 

Tours 

Sightseeing 

Transfer 

Yacht 

Cruises 

Children ages 5-11 sharing the same 

room with two adults (max 2 children) 
50 % 25 % 25 % N/A 

Third person in the room 
Refer Hotel 

rates 
6 % N/A N/A 

One Adult and one child in the room 

(Child ages 5-11) 
N/A 

10% 

Child red. 
N/A 

10% 

Child Red. 

One Adult and two child in the room 

(child ages 5-11) 

50% 

15 % 

Children 

red. 

N/A N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

41-Revision Fees: 

First revision fee will be waived if change (revision) can be done 21 days in advance for escorted tours & cruise programs and 7 days in advance for hotels, local sightseeing and transfer after that the following chart of 

revision fees will be applied. 

Revision: Number of  

days before services 

start 

Charges as a percentage of the total service price 

Escorted tours and  

cruise programs 

Hotels, transfers and  

local excursions (tours) 

45 -22 € 25 N/A 

21-14 € 25 + 10% € 25 

14-7 € 25 + 20 % € 25 

7-2 € 25 + 35 % 

€ 25 +Charges for the first hotel 

night and/or tour cost and/or 

transfer cost. 

Later changes or 

no shows 

€ 25 + 50% 

Changes that affect inventory such as air or hotel spaces may result in cancellation at the discretion of ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS. Ticket change fees and cancellation fees can result and are the responsibility of 

the traveler. 

42-Services for Handicapped People: 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS is a handicapped friendly travel company and carries out specific private services for the handicapped people. However, we do not offer regular/seat-in-coach services as such tours are 

carried out in a speedy tempo and with limited space availability due to the participation of many other guests. 

43-Passengers with Disabilities: 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS makes all efforts to accommodate all passengers, including those with disabilities.  

Some tours are not suitable for passengers which require wheelchairs and other disabilities.  

We cannot guarantee hotel rooms for the handicapped.  

Passengers with special needs, medical conditions and disabilities must advise Local Company/ Travel Agent when making their reservation. ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS does not accept any liability regarding the 

suitability of individual tours and must reserve the right to decline a booking should it be considered that we will be unable to meet in full our obligation to the passenger 

44-Any Type of Group can be Accomodated, such as: 

Family Reunion Ideas, Destination Wedding Planning, Corporate Incentives, Group Business Travel, Sports Travel, Religious Retreats and Mission Trips, Class Reunion Ideas, Luxury Group Travel Vacations, Friends 

Gateaways, Student Group Trips, Family Vacations, Senior Travel, Gatherings and Celebrations. 

45-Cruise Groups: 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS provide your group with the best possible itinerary. We will assit you customizing a pre-determined itinerary or we can design one from scratch. 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS specialize in coordination for group travel on sea cruises, plus customized shore excursions, port transfers, and pre-or post-cruise land touring itineraries. 

46-Destinations: 

Turkey including: 

Istanbul, Çanakkale, Assos, Ayvalık, Kuşadası, Çeşme, Izmir, Bodrum, Marmaris, Fethiye, Kaş, Kalkan, Göcek, Dalaman, Tekirova, Kemer, Göynük, Beldibi, Çamyuva, Antalya, Lara, Belek, Alanya, Konya, Ürgüp, 

Cappadocia, Eğirdir, Isparta, Ankara, Afyon, Pamukkale, Denizli, Bursa, Diyarbakır, Urfa. 

Turkey Combinations: 

Egypt, Dubai, Russia, St Petersburg, Moscow, Tunis, Marocco, Greece, Italy, Spain, Bulgaria, North Cyprus, Iran, Austria, France, Africa. Germany, Austria, Nederland, Prag, Czech Republik, Romania, Slovenia, 

Bulgarien, Ukraine, North Cyprus, Greece, Croatia. 

47-Closures: 

The museums and historical sites that are under the control of the Ministry of Culture are closed during the first morning of the public holidays while shopping malls and other stores can be closed during the entire 

official holiday. The museums like Green Mausoleum in Bursa that are governed by the other institutions rather than the Ministry of Culture and some historical shopping malls like Covered Bazaar and Egyptian 

Bazaar are closed during the whole public holiday period. Below are the official holiday dates that are current for the year 2015.  

Please note that we take no responsibility for any kind of inconvenience that may emerge due to the closures.  

01 January    New Year‟s Day 

23 April    National Independence & Children‟s Day 

19 May     Youth Sports Day 

30 August   Victory Day 

29 October   Republic Day (Anniversary of the declaration of the Turkish Republic) 

……………               Ramadhan feast  

……………               Sacrifices Muslim Festival 

Beyond these specific closures the routine closure days are denoted at the related itinerary to avoid any potential problem in this respect. 

 

 



 

 

48-Complimentary Airport Transfers by the Hotels: 

Some hotels may claim to have been providing free transfer services on arrival. However, most of these transfer services are valid with the much higher Rack/Internet rates of the hotels and are not applicable with the 

reservations required from us as our contract prices are generally lower than those released by the hotels. 

49-Transport & Transfer: 

Transportation is provided by Mini-Buses / Midi-Buses or according to the number of passengers traveling. All tours are escorted by professional bi- or multi-lingual tour and/or driver guides. 

50-Unused Services 

Since tour rates are based on group participation NO REFUNDS can be made for any services or any part of the program not used, after the start of the tour. 

51-Meeting Point: 

Tour departs from centrally located İstanbul hotels. Please include the details of your hotel at the time of booking. You MUST call the supplier at least 24 hours prior to tour commencement to reconfirm all tour and 

departure details. If the supplier does not pickup from your hotel, they will advise you of the meeting point when you call. The contact details will be listed on your voucher. 

52-Baby Seat Availability 

Travelling with a baby is a great fun for the families and therefore we, as ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS, are available to supply you with a baby seat on our services commencing in Istanbul, Ankara and Cappadocia 

free of charge (this is an extra charge on the rental car services supplied by the rental car companies though). However, there may be extra charges at the other locations. Baby seat request should be made 7 days 

prior to the service commencement date as otherwise such an extra service cannot be guaranteed. 

53-Young Tour Participants 

Children less then five years of age and unaccompanied minors under the age of 18 cannot be accepted on these tours. 

54-The Disputes (Complaints) : 

Should the tour participants have any complaints about any of the tour arrangements, these should be immediately brought to the attention of us, in order to remedy the problem momentarily. Furthermore, any such 
complaints about our tours must be submitted to us in writing, within 28 days after the completion of the services. . Please keep your letter concise and to the point. This will assist us to quickly identify your concerns 
and speed up our response to you. 

It is strongly recommended that you communicate any complaint to the supplier of the services in question as well as to our representative without delay and complete a report form whilst in resort.  

If you fail to follow this simple procedure we will have been deprived of the opportunity to investigate and rectify your complaint whilst you were in resort and this may affect your rights under this contract. 

 

As ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS we do not handle any visa issues. Visa handling companies should directly be contacted for such cases. 

Neither does ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS accept any liability for lost, stolen or damaged personal property (including money), losses or expenses due to delay or changes in schedules, hotel overbooking or defaults, sickness, 

epidemics, weather conditions, strikes, war, quarantine, force major, acts of God, or any other causes beyond the direct control of ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS, nor carriers' or hotel owners' liability is governed by applicable laws 

or international conventions. In such cases all additional expenses have to be covered by the participant. If participant arrives too late at the port of embarkation and the ship has sailed then all consequences and costs that may occur will 

be borne by the participant.  

55-Copyright 

All rights of this Confidential Tariff are reserved. Except for the quotation of short passages for the purposes of criticism and review, no part of this tariff may be reproduced, stored in retrieval system, or transmitted, in 

any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS. 

56-Data Protection Statement:  

Please be assured that we have measures in place to protect the personal booking information held by us. This information will be passed on to the principal and to the relevant suppliers of your travel arrangements 

which may be located outside the UK and / or EU. The information may also be provided to public authorities such as customs or immigration if required by them or as required by law. Certain information may also be 

passed on to security or credit checking companies. If you travel outside the European Economic Area, controls on data protection may not be as strong as the legal requirements in this country. We will only pass your 

information on to persons responsible for your travel arrangements. This applies to any sensitive information that you give us such as details of any disabilities dietary or religious related requirements which constitute 

sensitive information, the relevant data will also be passed to the relevant suppliers and carriers to enable provision of the services to you. In making this booking, you consent to this information being passed onto the 

relevant persons 

57-Air Licences:  

All air flights as detailed in this brochure are subject to the granting of licence by the Civil Aviation Authority and ratification by the Department of Trade and Industry, to whom applications are made. The prices shown 
in this programme for inclusive tours travelling on flights is based on economy class seat allocation. Prices in force at the time of going to press apply to the day and night services operating during the period 1st 
January 2009 to 31st December 2010 This brochure is not issued on behalf of and does not commit the airlines mentioned therein or any airline whose services are used in the course of the tours. 
 

58-Responsibility 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS Istanbul Turkey is responsible for making arrangements for the tour services offered in the attached programs to include transportation, sightseeing and hotel accommodations. The 

carriers, hotels and other suppliers providing tour services are independent contractors and are not agents, employees, servants, or joint ventures of ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS  or its affiliates. Airline alternative 

equipment and routings are subject to change by the Airline or the Operator and will not result in any refunds. Flight delays and changes are unfortunate, but are an inherent risk of air travel and are therefore outside 

the control and responsibility of ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS.  All certificates and other travel documents for travel services issued by ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS are subject to the terms and conditions 

specified by the supplier and to the laws of the countries in which the services are supplied.  If the services included in the tour cannot be supplied or if there are changes in an itinerary for reasons beyond the control of 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS , the company will arrange for provision of comparable services.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS reserves the right to accept or reject any person as a tour participant, to expel any tour participant from the tour, to make changes in the itinerary or services whenever the company 

deems it necessary to the comfort, convenience or safety of the tour participants, and to cancel a tour at any time. If ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS cancels a tour, the company has no responsibility beyond the refund 

of moneys paid to the company. 

The tour participant agrees that neither ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS nor its affiliates shall be liable for any damage or loss including personal injury, death, property loss, delay, change in air services, sickness, 

strike, war, quarantine, weather, upset, disappointment, inconvenience, or expense occasioned by any act or omission of any supplier or person providing tour services. Also, ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS is not 

responsible for failure of clients to follow instructions given in travel documents including, but not limited to, check-in and check-out times and baggage handling, and failure to obtain required documentation such as 

passports, visas and health certificates where required. In the above cases, travelers will not be entitled to any refund. Only ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS representatives, who posses written authority to do so, may 

vary, add or waive any term or condition in this contract, to include terms or conditions set forth in the preceding provisions. 

Any legal proceedings against ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS must be instituted only in a federal or state court located in Istanbul Turkey, and such claim will be decided using the laws of the state of Turkey. Any 

legal proceeding against the company must commence no later than one year after the travel services have been completed. 

Please contact us for a quotation. These shore excursions can match those offered by the cruise lines or can be customized specially for your group. 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS as Agent for all issued tickets or Vouchers and all arrangements for transportation, conveyance or hotel accomodation and assumes no liability or responsability for (1) any injuries, loss, 

damage, accidents (2) delay, irregularities or inconvenience by any defect in vehicle (3) traffic conditions, Access to sites, additional costs or other conditions beyond its control. 

ISTANBUL SHOPPING TRAVEL TOURS reserves the right to cancel or change any tours, schedules, or rates and cancel or substitute routes and stops on any tour without prior notice & to substitute equipment as 

needed. 

ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS regrets, but cannot be responsible for any damage or injury to participants while touring - unless the shortcoming is caused by our company. 

 

59-Obtain a Quote: 

To request a quote, just e-mail us a completed Group Quotation Request form.  

E-mail to: ali@istanbulincomingtours.com  or  info@istanbulincomingtours.com  

60-Receive your Quote 

In most cases, you will receive your quote within one and three business days. Extensive multi-city itineraries may require additional time. After you receive the quote, a Get ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS will follow 

up with you to ensure that everything has been covered and to answer any questions.  

No space will be held or confirmed until we receive the instructions to book the group. 

61-Important: 

Passengers with special needs, medical conditions or passengers with disabilities must advise ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS when making their reservation. Some tours are operated by van and are not able to 

accommodate special needs or medical equipment. 

62-Info: 

This tour must be booked at least 48 hours in advance of your travel date Confirmation for this product will be received at t ime of booking Tour is operated in English, German and requested languages  unless 

otherwise stated In the event of any museum closures, an alternative similar museum will be visited  

 This tour is not suitable for infants 5 years and under Child prices are applicable for children aged Child Discount : 25% 

 Depending on the number of passengers booked for a particular departure, tours and/or languages may be combined to   operate the tours. 

 Visits, stops and other tour compenents may be deleted, added and/or substituted from the tour without notice. 

 Meals, or other expences or personal nature are not included (unless published for a particular tour in ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS Brochure. 

 All commission is based on the tour company putting one or more tour programs (at least one escorted tour) in their brochure.  

 All escorted tour payments should arrive at least 15 days prior  to client departure. On some FIT individual bookings, ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS may ask for a Tour Operator deposit.  

 Services for which payment has not been received will not be provided by ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS.  

 Tour Operators will deduct their basic commission  and send the net to ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS.  

 All customized group bookings will be quoted at Net and will not count toward the accumulative override commission program.   

 Tour Operators agree to the ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS  “Responsibility” section of the Terms and Conditions.  

 Tour Operators can not offer reduced rates other than ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS‟ published rates and will not offer commission rates higher than 15 %, but on combination programs they can determine 

their own rates.  

 Tour Operators can not modify the itinerary, change the hotel list, or mislead clients concerning services offered. 
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63-BANK  DETAILS / INFORMATIONS: 

 

 

 

 
Banka Name : TÜRKİYE YAPI KREDİ BANKASI 

Adres : BAHARİYE ŞUBESİ /Istanbul – TURKEY 

Brunch Name / No : BAHARİYE  / 091 

TL Account Number : 856 691 68  

EUR Account Number : 856 922 67  

USD Account Number : 856 922 70  

Account Name : Ali Topkara  / ISTANBUL INCOMING TOURS 

IBAN  NO  /  TL : TR20  0006  7010  0000  0085  6691  68 

IBAN  NO  /  €URO : TR20  0006  7010  0000  0085  6922  67 

IBAN  NO  /  USD : TR20  0006  7010  0000  0085  6922  70  

SWIFT  CODE : YAPITRIS 

                                                        
 

                                 

                                 


